47,000 distinct words: Brown Corpus

Signature Count 3139

NULL - s 2222 56559

SF1
abbreviation abernathy aberration abolitionist aborigine abortion absence absorption acceleration accelerometer accolade accommodation accompaniment accompanist accomplice accomplishment accountant accretion accusation achievement acknowledgment acquisition acrobatic action adagio adaptation additive adherent adhesive adirondack adjective adjunct adjustment administrator admission admonition advancement advertisement aerial aesthetic affiliation affirmation affliction afghan african afterward aggie agglutinin aggregation aggression agitator agreement ailment ainu airfield airplane airport airstrip alabama albanian alia alibi alignment alkali allegiance alley allocation allotment allowance alloy allusion almond alpert alsatian alteration amazon ambition ambulance amis amplifier amulet amusement anabaptist anachronism analogue ancestor andrena andrew anecdote anglo-*american anglo-*saxon anionic ankle announcement annoyance anode antagonism antagonist antecedent anterior anthem anthropologist anti-*communist antibiotic anticipation antiquarian antique anyway apache apartment apostle appalachian appearance appetite appliance applicant application appointee appointment apportionment appraisal appreciation apprehension appropriation approximation apron aptitude archbishop arena arhat arianist armament armchair armpit arrangement arrival arrowhead article articulation artisan arylesterase asian aspect aspencade aspirant aspiration ass’n assailant assemblage assessment asset assignment assumption assurance athenian attachment attainment attention attitude attraction audience authentication authorization auto automobile avenue aviator avocado axe axe aye azalea babe babylonian bachelor backbend background backward backyard badge bag balkan ballad ballard ballerina ballet ballistic ballot ballplayer banana bandit banister banshee bantu barbarian bard barnyard barricade barrel barricade barrier basement basic basket bassi bathroom bathtub bathyran battalion battle battlefield bauble bawh bayonet bazaar beadle beaker bean bearden bear-
ror hose hostage hound householder hub hugging huntington hurray hutment hydride hydrocarbon hydrogen hymen hymn idea identification illumination illustration illustrator imagination imagine imagining imbalance imitation immigrant imperfection implication improvement improvisation impulse inboard incentive incitement indication include inclusion incompatible incompetent incumbent indication indicator indictment indoor inducement induction indulgence inference ink inlet inmate inning innovation inoculation inscription insect insecticide insertion inset insight insignificance insinuation inspection installation installment instance insulator insurgent insurrection integer integral intendant intensifier interaction interface interferometer interior interlude intermediate intermission internationalist interpenetrate interpolation interpretation interrelationship interruption intersection interval interviewee intestine intonation intruder intrusion intuition invasion invention investigation investigator investment investor involution involvement irritation isle israelite italian item jab jake jaw Jaycee jean Jefferson jerebohm jerking jeroboam Jesuit jowl judgement judgment Judson juice julep junc ture jungle jurist juror justification katanga kenning kernel keynote kidney kilometer kilowatt kingdom knee knob kochanek korean kraut laban lagoon lamb lachenian lamentation landing landmark landslide lane language lantern lao laotian lap lapel las lashing latitude launching laundering laurel lawn lawsuit leading lefthander legion legislator lemma lemon lesson lexicostatistic liaison libertarian libertine lien lifeboat ligand lilac limitation limousine linde mann lineage liniment liquidation listing literature lithograph litigant loading lobule location locomotive lodging logarithm loin longhorn longing longitude loophole lotion loudspeaker loyalist lui luncheon machinist magistrate magnate magnetism magnitude magnum magpie maguire maiden mailing maitre makeshift making maladjustment mamma mana manifestation mankin manipulation mannerism manor manuscript maple marble mardi marketing marking marriage martian martini masterpiece matisse maverick maximum meadow measurement meat mechanism medici medicine meditation meeting megaton membership memoir menarche menonite menu merchant message messenger metabolite metal metaphysical methuselah mexican meyer micelle micrometer microparticle microwave midst mig migrant milestone millidegree milligram millionaire milquetoast miniature mink minor minstrel miracle miscalculation misconception misconception miscreant misfortune misrepresentation mission misunderstanding mixture mme mocassin modification modifier modulation molecule monkey monograph monomer monosyllable monster mop morphophenemic morsel mortal mortgage mosaic moslem mosque motel motet motif motivation motorist mouton mountainside mounting mouthpiece movement movie mug mule multitude museum musical musing musket muslim mustang muzzle mysticism nap napkin narcotic narrative nationalism native navel navigator necklace negotiant negotiation neighborhood nephew neusteter newcomer newlywed newsletter newt nickel niece nightingale nikolai nip nitrate nomia non-Catholic nonconformist normal northerner nostril notebook notion noun nozzle nuance nude nuf nuisance
fall watershed waterway wavelength wedding weekend wendell westerner westward wherefore whig whim whispering whore wicket winning withstand wohaw Woodward wop workout workshop wrap wrestling wring wrist writing yachtel yankee yarn yeast yokel your zombie
scotty seaton secretary seebohm segovia seller semester senate seward shaver sharpe shaw shayne shearing shelley sherman shirley sibylla sidney sihanouk simon simpson singer skipjack skolman skolovsky slater slocum slope sniper snyder society solomon somebody someon e sor rentine sparring sportsmen sprague springfield stallion stanley steele stengel stephens stevenson stewart stone storyteller stram stranger stravinsky strind berg sturley suite sukarno sulky sulzberger susan susie suvorov swadesh sweden symphony syndicate t*r tahse tailin teacher tech telegrapher tennessee thayer thelma theology thet thomas thompson thoreau threeneberry thurber thursday tilghman tillie today todman tolley tolstoy tommy tomorrow tonight toscanini tifton trapper treasury trevelyan tribune truman tucker tuesday tuttle twain u*n u*s u*s*s*r udall undersecretary underwood university uno varlaam vec*tol verloop vermont vernon victoria vidal vienna vivian voltaire wagner wally walsh warsaw washington washizu watson watson- *watt weinstein welch wert wesker wheeler wheelock whipple whirlwind whitehead whitman whittier williams willie winslow wisconsin wisman wolfe wolff wolpe women woodbury woodcock woodruff woods worker wright writer wycoff xavier yale yesterday zachrisson

NULL.ly 607 15941

SF1 absurd abundant accidental according accurate accusing acoustical active actual actuarial acute adamant additional adequate administrative admiring admitted advantageous adverse advised affecting affectionate affirmative agile agricultural aimless alarming alleged alternate amazing ambitious amorphous amused amusing analogous analytical anhydrous annual anxious appalling apparent appraising appreciative approving approximate arrogant assured astonishing astronomical attentive attractive aural auspicious austere authoritative axial bare beautiful behavioral belated belligerent bewildered biblical biological bleak blissful blithe breathless brilliant broken categorical causal cautious ceaseless ceremonial charming chronological classical clinical collective comparative compassionate competent competitive comprehensive conceded conclusive concrete concurrent confident consanguineous considerate consistent conspicuous constructive consummate contemptuous contented continental continual continuous convenient converse convincing convulsive copious corresponding cortical courageous courteous covert crucial cultural curious cynical dangerous decent deceptive decided defiant definite deliberate delicate delicious delightful demanding denominational depressing despairing desperate determined devastating devoted devout dialectical diffuse diligent dimensional disconcerting discreet dismal dispassionate disproportionate dis-
tal distant distasteful distinctive distracted disturbing docile doctrinal dogged
dominant doubtful doubting dour dramatrical dreadful dreamless dynamical
economical efficacious efficient effortless elaborate electrical elegant eloquent
embarrassing eminent emotional empirical enchanting encouraging endless
enduring engaging enormous enterprising envious epicyclical equidistant er-
eroneous ethical eventual everlasting exasperating exceeding excellent excep-
tional excessive excited exhausting exhaustive expectant expected expeditious
experiential extensive external exuberant facetious faithful fascinating fearful
fearless ferocious fervent feverish financial fitful flagrant flamboyant flattering
fluent focal former fortunate frenzied frightening frightful frowning fruitless
furtive gasping generous gentleman genuine geographical geometrical ging-
ergirlish glaring gleeful glib global glorious glum gorgeous governmental
graceful gracious grammatical graphical grateful gratifying gratuitous habitual
haggard halting haphazard harmless harmonious heated hesitant hesitate
hiding hideous hilarious historical homogeneous horizontal horrifying humane
humiliating hurried identical illegal imaginative immediate immense impassive
impatient imperious implicit important imprecise improper impudent inade-
quate inadvertent incessant incoherent inconspicuous inconvenient increas-
ing indignant indolent industrious infinite infinitesimal infrequent ingenious
inherent insane insidious insolent instantaneous instinctive insufficient intelli-
gent intense intensive intentional interesting intermittent intimate intricate
intriguing intuitive inverse ironical isothermal jocular joyful jubilant judi-
cient knowing laborious laughing legitimate leisure lewd linear list-
less logical loving magical magnificent malicious marked marvelous masterful
mathematical mc’fee mechanical mental merciful merciless methodical metic-
ulous metrical microscopic militant minimal miraculous mistaken mocking
moderate morose most mountainous mournful moving mute mysterious near-
sighted needless negative nominal noncommittal nondescript notorious numb-
ing numerical oblique obscure occasional ominous ontological operational opti-
cal oral organizational ornate outstanding outward overwhelming painful
painless painstaking paradoxical partial passionate peaceful peculiar peren-
niial perilous peripheral permanent perpendicular perpetual persistent persua-
sive pervasive perverse philosophical physiological pictorial pious pitiful pit-
less poignant pointed political positive prayerful precarious precise precocious
predominant preferential premature previous private professed profuse pro-
gressive prominent proportionate protective provocative prudential psychi-
cal psychological pungent purported purposeful purposive qualitative quan-
titative quarter querulous questioning racial rakish random raucous reassuring
rebellious recent recurrent refreshing reluctant repeated reported reputed resi-
dential resigned resolute respectful respective restive reverent rhythmical
ridiculous rightful rigorous rollicking rugged satirical scarce scathing scornful
scrupulous seasonal secure sedate seeking seeming selective senseless serene
severe shattering shining shocking shy significant silent similar simultaneous
spectacled skilful sleepless sluggish smiling smoldering snobbish snug sobbing
sociological sodden sole soothing soulful sparse spectacular spectral specu-
lative spontaneous staggering stark startling statistical stolid strenuous strik-
ing structural studious stunning subconscious subjective subsequent substantial substantive successful successive succinct sufficient sullen superb supine supposed supreme sure surprising surreptitious suspicious symbolical symmetrical syntactical tactical tactual tantalizing taunting technological tedious temperate temporal tempting tenacious tense tentative tenuous theoretical thermal thoughtless threatening tireless transverse tremendous triumphant trusting twirling ultimate unambiguous unanimous unceasing uncommon un-concerned unconditional unconscious uncritical unerring unexpected un-failing unfair unhurried unilateral uninterrupted unknowing unlike unobtrusive unofficial unqualified unrestricted unselfish unsniling unsuccessful unusual unwise unwitting usual vain valiant various vehement vertical victorious vigorous violent virtual vocational waspish willful wise wistful woeful wondering wondrous worried wry zealous

SF1 actor adolescent afternoon agent airline albright alliance ambassador amendment anaconda analyst animal area assessor association attorney baseball bastard bedroom beginner benet blackwell braque bride browning buckskin builder building burke burman burnside buyer canadian captain caravan carolina carpenter cezanne chapter client club collector college colonel communicator concerto conductor conference constable contractor coolidge corporation cousin cowboy crosby customer cylinder daniel daughter daylight dealer defendant demon detective dreiser dresbach drunkard duke eagle economist eddie educator emperor era evening executive fan female football foundation frankfurter fraud freedom friday furnace gasket generation geraghty goulding gourmet governor grandmother guy harper historian hitler hood injun instructor ireland janitor junior justice kaiser khrushchev kid krim kroger lalaurie landlord larkin lawyer legation legislature let liar librarian lieutenant magazine magician management mansion mechanic missile mob monday morning mussolini nature network nightclub novelist opponent orchestra orthodontist owl palace payne physician plaintiff podger postmaster poussin pride prosecution pullman puppet queen raphael reader realtor registrant reputation respondent river rooster ruling sandburg saturday science sculptor shepherd sheriff shop sister sitter skiff sleeper snail sophia southerner soviet squire student styrene sunday superintendent target taxpayer taylor teammate textile their therapist tiger tourist transferor tribe trujillo union valley veteran walter way wednesday whip william yorker youngster
SF1 abound add administer affirm afford amount appeal arrest assault attempt audit await awaken award beckon belong belt bevel blast blend boast bolt border broaden burrow cancel carpet claw click climb cluck cluster coil compound concern contact contrast crawl creak crown curl decay deck discount display drill drown duck endeavor eschew escort exceed exclam explain extend fasten filter finger flavor flounder frown gap gasp gather grow groom happen harrow haunt hoot howl insult interest kick kneel knock lack lean leap lessen litter loom loosen lurk maintain mention model mold monitor mortar mount nail neglect number obey overlook patent peel permit picket pour proceed proclaim pump purport rasp recall recount reel regain register reign remain remember represent resort retreat return reveal revolt reward roar scatter scream seem sheet shield shout signal skirt slant smell sneer spell spray squeal stack stay steer straighten strand strengthen succeed suspect sustain swallow swarm swell swoope taunt taxi thread threaten thumb tilt trust unloa unload unlock veer veil vein volunteer vow wail want weaken whisper wound yelp yield

SF1 affront applaud ascend assay astound attest augment avert banter belch besmirch bless bolster bragg cater cavort chatter cheat cherish chew cleans consent consort consult corner cough counteract dampen deem deepen disarm disgust dismay disregard drawl droop empower endanger entrust fawn flail flank flatten flush flutter forward frighten further gallop gleam glint glisten glitter gnaw gossip grasp greet groan growl grunt harass harness hasten heighten hiss hitch layer lengthen lick loot lower lumber lurch mash melt mend mock moisten munch murmur muster offer overflow overheat overwhelm pinch pluck quaver quicken ransack reap rear reek relay relinquish render reopen roam romp scald scoop sharpen shorten shriek slaughter smash soak solder spiral spout sprawl sprout squint squirt stagger stoop stroll succumb supplant surrender surround sway swirl taper thaw thump thwart tighten toast twitch unleash vacuum wallop wallow warp whirl wink wrack yearn

SF1 accost adjudg admonish allott appall arraign bawl red bedd bewitch blacken blar burgeon captivat careen chirp chortl circumscrib clamber clapp clasp clogg commandeer compell conferr confiscat confound constrain cring croon crropp crumbl dabba dangl darken dart daydream debilitat decant deferr dismount disobey dissipatedripp dropp drugg emitt engross
enthral equipp estrang exhal exhilarat expell expound extirpat feign flaunt
flout foreclos foreshorten fret frizzl gesticulat glower grinn gripp grokk har-
 rangu hemm hinder holler humm hurtl impal impell incurr interlac intoxicat
jabb jingl jott knitt lamm languish lapp launder leaven leer mapp marbleiz me-
ander misplac mopp nagg napp outdistanc overcrowd overlapp overturn pat-
 troll peek philosophiz pinn plodd plugg practis preceed preferr prodd propp
pucker pulveriz punctur purl ragg rapp refurbish regroup remand remodel
revamp ripen ripp roleplay rummag sagg scandaliz scoff scoot scowl scrub
scrutiniz scuttl shambl shunn shuttl sicken sight singl skimm slacken slamm
slapp smother snarl sneez snubb soar sobb spann spurr stalk stammer stan-
dardiz stomp straddl strapp stropp strutt stunn submerg swagger windl tagg
thermoform thres throbb tinkl trampl tugg twitter unchang undress undulat
unheed uninterest unloc unsettl waken wean wedd whizz win

NULL.ed.s 90 3229 SF1 acclaim adorn benefit blanket blister blossom breakfast
breast caution chamber channel chisel clobber closet coin collar crook curtain
delay detail dock doom dwarf elicit encounter envision falt er fist fork fuel fun-
nel furrow gift gown gulp gutter hail hamper heap impact introject jacket jail
key loan loop major merit mirror moan mound pair pattern peck pencil
pigment pillar position precondition proposition quack rafter refund row rum
or sanction screw shack shell shelter shovel shunt shutter sight smack soil
stew stray streak summon talent timber toll tunnel vent wreathe zero

NULL.ing.s 49 1742 SF1 audition balloon bargain bend bleat bluff bring burst
carload cling contour curb cushion dawn debut dial disk duel ebb elbow engi-
neer fingerprint floor grain highlight hulk hurt lend madrigal mushroom neck
paragraph parrot pinpoint plank quirk rebuild saw seal sewer slack sling somer-
sault swear tool towel toy tutor vault

NULL.ed.ing.less.s 8 1227 SF1 aim bound end peer regard root stain track

NULL.ly.ness 85 3733 SF1 abrupt aggressive appropriate apt artful awful awk-
ward bland brazen careful careless cheerful childish clever cohesive complete
conscious coy creative dead decisive drunken eager earnest effective exclusive expan-
sive explicit exquisite foolish forthright fruitful glad helpful helpless hoarse hope-
less incomplete indecisive indefinite ineffective inept inward meaningful naked
nervous obvious passive physical pleasant polite pompous powerful reckless relent-
less religious resourceful responsive restless rude ruthless separate serious sinuous
skillful sly strange stubborn sudden thorough thoughtful tired truthful unique unna-
natural unpleasant unwilling useful useless vivid vociferous wet wicked wonderful

e.ed.es.ing 91 5057 Known stems to suffixes acquire averag balanc bandag behav
bottl brac brisl bruish captur cascad ceas circl commemorat compris compromis
conced contribut curv damag deceiv declar decreas denounc deriv describ
deserv despit disbelief discharr dislik embrac emphasiz enabl enhanc
ensu evok evolv exchang exercis exil featur flam flar gestur giggl glanc hik in-
creas intrigu landscap licens loung mingl minimiz outlin perceiv phras pictur
e.en.ing 1 4233 From known stem and suffix hav
NUL.l.d.e.etic.man.o.on.r.ry.s.ter 1 3904 From known stem and suffix her
‘d.’s.NUL.l.in.on 2 3804 From known stem and suffix there where

SF1 abbe alla and astra bets blake buckle burl carne carve conciliator cone con-
nall connell copper crank creamer dever dicke dirt dishonest donna donnell
dusk filth flesh fluff fog grub grubb handle hire immodest joss kentuck loft lund
lura orthodox pals paunch photomicrograph pith pose potter prior quyne rall
rand regulator scrutin slipper soma spider stale swank syrup tartar teens thrift
tips tweed velvet

‘d.’s.NUL.l 3 10903 From known stem and suffix anybody nobody that
NUL.l.s.0n.te 1 9852 From known stem and suffix was
NUL.l.d.e.est.k.te.th.ry.um 1 9718 From known stem and suffix for
NUL.l.r 26 3726 From known stem and suffix able bevo bugle calenda canto
carrie colo curricula deluxe doo fake hove howse laude maw mayo mite out-
side retrieve scala stella teenage thei tho torque weave
‘s.NUL.l.ness.s.time 1 3476 From known stem and suffix one
NUL.l.a.an.en.ied.ies.ons.y 1 3095 From known stem and suffix all
‘d.’s.NUL.l.a.d.en.er.et 1 3060 From known stem and suffix she
NUL.l.a.age.al.an.ant.ar.c.enti.ties.ity.o.on.ons.ry.up.ure.ures.zar.zarship 1 3044
From known stem and suffix c
NUL.l.e.rr 42 5381 SF1 aft beech both british bunt copp few fing foreign fowl foy
frankfurt grimm hash holland lard lest lied lug mint nev newark northern och
often outfield rink roost schilling should slender slick sojourn southern tamp
thay trigg trumpet unsold wand webb western
‘d.’s.NUL.l.a.e.le 1 2591 From known stem and suffix who
From known stem and suffix more table

From known stem and suffix has

SF1 again among little moi mole

From known stem and suffix man

SF1 abstracted adroit agreeable alone aloof amateurish assertive astute aware brash busy clannish concise credulous decorative defensive deft elusive expressive extraneous forceful forgive garish given guarded homesick idle inappropriate incisive inclusive interconnected jewlugh jobless literal ludicrous oversoft prepared prone ragged related retentive righteous sacred same selfish selfless shortsighted sinful solicitous spacious speechless squeamish thankful together tuneful unaware underhanded vicious wakeful worthless wretched

SF1 before first

Singleton abdomin aborigin abysm actuari adjectiv adren aeronaucit agricul tur amar ambrosi ancestr ancedot antiphon antisoci apocryph appe arboru architectu asoci astr axi babin-*festiv bacteri barbit beng bicamer bifoc bilater bilingu binomi biraci blumenth brut cannib capit carn carniv cathedr cen-*talli centenni cere cerebr charco cheet coincident colloid collos commonwe conce congeni congenit congression constitution convivi cor concurre corpor corpore corr cortic counterpropos courier-*journ crimin cruci cryst decim diogn disloy dism diurn doctrin endotheli ephe mer episoc equivoc ethere ex-*nation extraleg extramarit extraterrestri fisc flexur foc fugu fundament funer fung gastrointestin gerundi ghaz glob glott governor-*gener gubernator guttur hannib homicid homosexu horizont hypophyse hysteric ideation illeg immateri immemori immor immort increment infinitesim inquisitor-*gener intellectu interaxi intercontinent interdenomination interdepartment interfaci interglaci intergovernment internation interperson interstiti interv inti intrade partment intraepitheli intramur intranas involver iso them istiql jawaharl joshu journ jovi jub kerchev larv leth longitudin madrig majesteri mamm marit matern medicin mediev mell metrecc miasm microbi microsom mistri mitr mol monaur montre multidimension multilater muncip mur natur nav neanderth neoliber neonat nep neur no-*c nocturn non-*feder nonagricultur noncommit nonfunction nonraci nonverb oatme occipit octagon oedip optic orde overcerebr paranorm paraxi parochi parsif pasc pasch pe dest pentecost perenni peridont peripher pictor pieceme pleur polynomi polyon pontific portug post-*inaugur premarit prepup pretti primev procedur provinci quadrnni quetz quirin rasc rayn reapprais ren repe reportori repris retin reve rittu rur sarcolemm scand scriptur secretary-*gener semin sinuous soc spir sque state-*loc stendh subnorm supernatur supernorm supranation terrestri
tetragon therm tot transcultur trib tribun trivi tyrannic unconstitution unconvention unemotion unidirection unilater uninomin universal internation un-natur unoffici unprofession unre untradition unusu upheav usu vagin vass venere vertic vid viscer whimsic zodiac

From known stem and suffix will

SF1 alternative anatomical ancient chemical ches compact compulsive current death diagonal elder essential expert explosive extreme grating grotesque hopeful incidental independent innocent irregular joint manual offensive potential principal relative routine sailor searching sensitive stirring sweeping theatrical third understanding unfortunate warn

on 289 2211 Singleton aar aband adios afterno agamemn akr alis an-cistrod anglo sax annist ans apr arlingt armagedd arrag arringt ars atkins audub babyl bac badminton ballo bandwag beac beningt benningt bis blant bludge bost bourb boylst brann bremert bret brigado brys buckkhan buffo buxt byr c'm cameron caryn caryn card carto ceyl chaper chard chign citi clift codingt comm comparis compeys compd couls covingt cranst creight crims croyd culbers curz dalt daws deac decathl dickins dij dipyl dodingt dooky do-blo duhag dunge dumn athert dunst easthampt echel edis egert epis ericks escutche falc ferges fergus fergus flat fogs fult funst galvest gann garris gars gavest gibs gils gleas glis gnom gort goss grannoph gutz halcy haliburt hamilt hampng hanyd hedy henders hexag honeymo horiz hort huds hust hydrocarb jarg jeffers jord juds keart keny kilot kimbot kimpt klax knowlt lago lampo leamingt lem lenyg lexingt liais lifs liss livingst lunche luz lymingt lynd lyttlet mac phers maged madis marath marm maro massey fergus mathes mathews matr mc lend mc naught mc phers megat migh monso montfauc morm moulth mudwag multimegat muskeg myr mytt napole nels nillss nix northampt nyl octahed octoro oni oreg orthic parag paraox pard pared parthen patr pembert pendlet pentag pergam peterss phenogen pip pid-dingt pigi pist plympot poseid poynting roberts pre anglo sax pris proulth pyth racc radio carb rayburn johns reas remingt rhododendr rose-of shar runy ryers saffr saig salmo sampo sandalph scrapir serm sheld silic sim simps solom southampt spo squadr staunt stent stets stims stratt struge styr symingt tables po tarkingt tarp teasp teppen tetrater textr thereup thompst thyratr tibur tillots traft treas trent trian tucs tyco typho tys uncomm uni unis unreas upt vel venis vins vird washington oreg watermel wats watters wep westhampt whart whereup wilkins wilmington wissahick witherspo wolvert wynst xen zachriss

From known stem and suffix out

From known stem and suffix other

From known stem and suffix eve

Singleton abat abett abrogat accustom admix adsorb affi affi
aliz seedb sepulchr shortsight shr shrivel shrugg sifgri singsong sinter siphon slak slosh slurg sniggl sorg spavin splatter splay spots sprain spint spurn squard squatt squelq squirm stabl stabl *spangl stemm streeotyf stilt strenget stubb stymi submit subpen subsum sub- tend subtitl succe sunbak superced supersed superven swabb swish tafycolor tarnsh tarpaer tatter tattoo tether thoriat thoroughbr thrombos tier tinplat tott tousl traffick trekk trudg truncat tuxedo tve twoz twigg u*n-charter un-abash unabat unabrig unaccompani unaccustom unacknowldeg unacquaint unadjust unadorn unadultert unafect unaid unalloy unamus unanalyzer unannounc unanswer unappreciat unarm unassit unasterisk unattach unattend unauthoriz unblemish unbridl unburden unburn uncall uncaus uncertifi unchalleng uncharg unchart uncheck unclain unclench uncloud unclutter uncolor uncommitt unconnect uncork uncounct uncurl undamag undaunt undeclar undecorat undedicated undeфин undepect underdevelop undereducat underhand underplay underprivileg undeserv undetermin undeserf underplay underprivileg undeserv develop underdifferenti undigest undilut undiminish undimmen undisciplin undisclos undisguis undismay undisput undisrupt undistinguish undisturb undivid undream unearn uneducat unenunciat unexamin unexpect unexpend unexplor unfasten unfenc unfer tile unfilter unfinish unfir unfix uniform unfound unfrost unfulfill unfurl unglaz unglu unguard ungratifi unguid unheat unhing unhitch unhurri unidentifi unimpair unimpassion unimprov uninfluen uninhibit uninnuj unintend uninterrupt uninsiv uninvolve unjacket unlament unlash unlauder unleaven unlevel unlicens unlimit unlin unlink unmaginifi unmark unmarri unmask unmat unmatch unmesh unmix unmodifi unmoest unmotivat unmov unnam unneed unnotic unnourish unnumber unoccupi unopen unpadd unpair unparallel unpar unperform unpenguin unplug unplumb unprecedent unpred mediat unprepar unprotect unprov unpublish unquallifi unquench unreconstruct unredeem unrehears unrelat unrelease unrelie unrequit unresolv unrestrict unril unroll unruffl unsalt unsaturat unsath unseal unsh unsharpen unshel unshelter unshield unsigned unskill unslop unsolv unsophisticat unspecific unspray unstain unstapl unstill unstress unstruc- tur unsurpass untenant untouch untrack untrain untrammel untreat unus unveli unventilat unwz unwant unwound unwrinkl upholster uprais uproot vacu- iolat varicolor variegat varitint victimiz vulcaniz wainscot wangl warmheart wheeld whett whipsaw whitehair whitewash wilfr wisecrack worsen

NULL.s.some 2 2031 Known stems to suffixes three two
‘d.’s.NULL.man 1 1963 From known stem and suffix what
‘s.NULL.e.ed.en.ers.es.id.ing.on.s 1 1953 From known stem and suffix tim
NULL.er.ing.s 8 1897 SF1 deal drink dwell feed find keep spread tell
‘s.NULL.atic.e.es 1 1853 From known stem and suffix them
NULL.er.esty.man.port.s.ton.town 1 1844 From known stem and suffix new
NULL.al.e.ine.on.s 1 1797 From known stem and suffix can
troniz unpromis unreel unremit unreveal unreward unsmil unstar unvary unwaiver unwill unwind unyield upbring upcom upris upstand upsw varityp vilify vomit waggl warbl warmonger waterski watl wellbe whal whirr woodgrain wyom yapp zigzagg

NULL.ding.e.ly.man.men.ness 1 1164 From known stem and suffix mad
e.en.es.in.ing 1 1155 From known stem and suffix tak

NULL.man.men 10 1141 From known stem and suffix clergy french handy irish police spokes states towns yachts

‘s.NULL.light.s.time 1 1133 From known stem and suffix day

st 87 1106 Singleton adju agha almo antitru arboga augu balla bedfa bedpo bla bloodu blutwur bockwur bratwur brea breakfa broadca c’e cataly cloudbur coa contra cowessett-*ea cru defro disgu distruf downca enthusia entru exhau exi fau fea foreca foremo gho gri gue gymnad hindo hoi holocaau innermo inpo jou knockwur kri locu mettwur milquetoa mistrur nern nju northermo outbur outca outpo overca presbyterian-* prevo pro-*hear prou provo radiola readju roa roo roughca sawdu seacoa signpo south-*ea thir toa topmo twi unbeknown unju uppermo utmo uttermo wai wor wree wri yong

NULL.ly.ty 3 1104 SF1 certain entire several
e.ed 113 1101 Check sigs acced activat actuat apologiz attir brocad bronz camouflag circulat colonnad complicat contaminat converg correlat cremat delug devastat deviat discorporat disgrac dislodg divorc dop downgrad dynamit encircl enrag exaggerat exasperat excis fak filigre formaliz formulat fraterniz fring frustrat gaug glu grmac guarante guzzl hobbl ignit imbib inces inexperienc inflam infuriat inur iodinat isolat jad jimmi jumbl liberat materializ matriculat mealyhos metamorphos negotiat nominat normaliz ooz outrag oversiz pedigre penetrat perfum perpetuat pillag plagu preclud prefac presag proscr reassembl rebuk recaptur refut remonstrat repos repudiat ruptur scrimmag segregat serenad sidl snar solac spangl spruc squar stav stow subsidiz suffus surfac tangl transcib unbalanc underestimate underrat underscor undersiz uninitiat unti unwir updat validat waiv wedg

‘s.NULL.ly.s 6 1097 From known stem and suffix heaven hour month patient priest square

NULL.ed.e.ers.in.ing.s 3 1086 From known stem and suffix follow listen walk
NULL.ed.e.ers.in.ing.s 13 1081 From known stem and suffix attack boil dissent fold hunt interview join load paint remind review trail wander

NULL.ed.ing.n.s 1 1078 From known stem and suffix know

NULL.e.ed.en.ic.ing.ion.or.ue.ure 1 1066 From known stem and suffix stat

NULL.es 72 1065 SF1 actress andrus appendix bias bich birch blemish blitz buffalo burgess bush buss campus carcass census cinch coolness cris crutch
dervish devote flatness flux fortress gash genius hawkins hoss hostess hugh
illness industrialist jon kindness kolkhoz leash lens lioness loss lush mailbox
mosquito parish parole peach pettiness poach porch potato pouch reproach
rey sakellariadis sandwich sinus slouch status stevens stewardess suffix sur-
plus thickness tomato torch tornado torpedo troy varnish waitress weakness
whiplash witch

e.ed.er.es.es.ing 8 1035 Known stems to suffixes consum danc invad manufac-
tur merg rattl receiv spac

NULL.able.ably.ed.ing.s 4 1032 Check sigs comfort reason remark understand
NULL.ed.ing.it.s.up.y 1 1028 From known stem and suffix look
NULL.ance.ed.in.ing.s 2 1021 From known stem and suffix appear ask

et 117 1021 Singleton amul anti-*sovi banqu bassin bayon bitterswe blackfe bol
bookl bouqu brace bridg budg cabar camar cedv chevrol chinese-*sovi clarin
courb coverl crick croch cumhury disqui dors dragn dulc electromagn epit
fauc flageol fle forefe gadg gantl gibr gourm guim haml hanover-
*supermark herber indiscre inl interpr jouv kupcin lancr leaf ligg longstre
maner maqu margar marqu misinterpr montrach musk nantuck nogar non-
*sovi nugg offs omel ons outl pamphl paramagn parap parqu pawtuck paw-
tux pocass pok prip proph racqu regr reinterpr savannahak scarl secr semisecr
sex sext shawom sino-*sovi ske sle sobriqu sonn soubriqu sovi soxhl spinner spyc
starl stre sunbonn super-*s supermark swe tabl targ trink turr u's-*sovi ultra-
vio unqui valm velv wastebask weyboss woonasquatuck woonsquawk workshe

NULL.eri.ness.s 1 1017 From known stem and suffix must
's.NULL.e.er.est.ly.ness 1 1016 From known stem and suffix great

es 376 1014 Singleton abscess abstruseness achill adresse aerogen agat agn
alcibiad alcov alginat alkybenzenesulfonat allstat alo amin amphetamine anas-
tomos antar antipod applicad applig aps archmed arch armientier arsin
arteriol astair atrociti australit ayr bagatell bain bangl barfli barrymor beatitud
behoov berkshire bibliophil bingl blockag boadinghous boathous bobbl bonz
bookshelv Brambl breakablv breech britch bromid brunch brunett butto
hol byrn callus campsit cantl capaciti caryatid casualti catecholamin cav-
alcad celebr ceritd cervant chapell chartr char chiv chimiqu chorin cityscap
cockroach codetermin columbin combustibl commi communiq condolenc con-
fere confrar contrarieti contrivanc corrobore cranberri crani crinkl croni cy-
clid dall debentur demagogu demographiqu demonstrativ deporte descart
desperado despu dari dignitary directric dissonanc dit documentari dolor dowl-
*jon dut dynod ead earphon effac electiv electriq ellips elyse empedocl em-
phas emsel enclav encor encumbanc enquet enrolle enthron episfl esteras es-
tuari etud euripid everglad extendibl eyeglass eyelash fascicl fawk figurin fire-
hous flagpol foibl forf foxhol fracas fungicid fusillad gastronom gavott gedd
genealogi glycosid goggl gonzal greyl griffith-*jon groto guidelin guift gy-
roscope hackl halid halv handspe hawk hayn headston hindranc hoax hodg
holm holyston hostelri housewiv huitoto hydroxid hypothes idiosyncrasi in-
cendiari inducte interrogativ interstic invoic idothyronin idotyrosin item-
*categori ivi jack-an-*ap jacqu janissari jeun jib jonquier judici ari ketch kniv
kofan lazybon leach lighthous livr loav loyalti luminari lymphocyt mac*leish
macrophag madston malesherb marionett marque narrowbon marseill mathu
mattress measl megalopolis mender mephistophel merced milbank milti minac
mis misperceiv modul molass momento monochrom montmorillonit mummi
napl narcotiz neuros nippi noc noy oas obituari obtrud offenc oftentim
ologi opiat orest orific ourself oversho overton oxyhydroxid palindrom pal-
issead parenthes pastill patente patisseri peccadillo peptidas peric periscop peri-
winkl pesticid phagocyt philistin phosphin pinafor pinhol pirogu pisc pitney-
*bow pixi plaincloth plowshar polyelectrolyt polysiloxan pontificat porcupin
porpois potlatch prefix prognos prosodi rabi ramilll rankl ravag reforer reintro-
duc requisit rhineston rivalri rosari rosett rotogravur rubi sardin sarke sati-
riz searl selv seum serieux serviett seyn shingl shir signaliz slurri smith-*hugh
snop snowflak snuffbox soddi solesm solidifi specialti sphynx spoil-
abl spor stadtisch standard-*tim steev stil stockyng stoog starebrer subfigur
subsed subterfug suffragett sun-*tim sunsad swatch sweepstak synaps tad-
pol taw tepe teratologi tetraladid tham thatch themselv thro tief tirad tith toadi
trells trobl truss turbinat ulh undercloth urielit vagari vampir versaill vib vicis-
situd voorhe vouchsaf waffl wal wattl wharv whyfor wilk winch windowpan
wiv wolv xylophon yali yerselv

NULL.e.er.es.et.et.ically.in.ing.ique.ment.port.us 1 1009 From known stem
and suffix com
ence.ent 49 1005 Check sigs abs adolesc afflu ambival belliger benevol clem
congru conveni deterr dilig disobedi eloqu emin equivel excell immin impati
impot impud inadvert incipi incompet inconveni independ indiffer indol inf-
lu innoc insol insurg interdepend irrever luminesc malevol nonequival obedi
perman pertin preval promen resurg somnol subservi translu trucul turbul
vehem virul

NULL.e.ice.ine.ly.ness 1 994 From known stem and suffix just
e.en.ers.es.in.ing 1 981 From known stem and suffix giv
NULL.ed.er.est.hand.ish.s.time.ue 1 976 Known stems to suffixes long
de.ded.ding.sion.sive 6 975 From known stem and suffix conclu deci exclu in-
clu intru persua

NULL.ed.ing.s.y 10 968 SF1 block gear jerk puff risk shadow storm string swamp
word
NULL.ed.ial.ies.ing.ition.ly.s.y 1 958 From known stem and suffix part
NULL.ed.ers.ing.s.town 1 948 From known stem and suffix down
ic 241 942 Singleton acrobat acryl adip adriat aerob aerodynam allegor anaerob
analept anatom anem aniseikon anorth anthropomorph anti-*cathol antibiot
null.book.e.ed.er.ful.ier.iest.ing.le.s.some.stand.y 1 893 From known stem and suffix hand
‘s.null.n.s 2 884 From known stem and suffix america rose
null.ies.man.ness.s.y 1 884 From known stem and suffix good
‘s.null.ed.ful.less.s 2 883 From known stem and suffix mind power
e.es.in.ing 2 865 From known stem and suffix becom leav
a.e.ge.ie.ity.n.o.sed.sion.ve.y 1 865 From known stem and suffix ver

From known stem and suffix individuals
Singleton abduc absten acclama accre acquisi administra alterca ammuni amplifica anticoagula antiredeposito appari appor aquec aquos atomize attrac

From known stem and suffix conflagra conjunc consensta consenstra contradistinc convect convoca defixa delecta demagnifica demineraliza denuncia deple depredation
dic diffuse digitaliza disapproba disinclina dispositi dismiss dissecret dissool diversifiable

electrica esclava europeaniza evoluzexexamian excava excluder expurgation

externaliza fraternisa func glorifica gratifica gravita gyra harmoniza humila hyaliniza hyapatiza identifica imagina immuniza inac indiga industrializa industrializa
infatua infrac inocula inscrip insenima instilla insurreccion intensification

inocua involuc justificia levita maledic malnutri meliora menstrua metropolitize miscegena misconce principalization modificare monopolarize

mortifica multiplica mystifica near-balkaniza nonfic notificia objectification organismic origin/destina ossifica oversimplification pasteurization personification perseveration
polymerize preau precholorina precondi preposi prepuplication preradia proclaimed procrea propor proscript purifica qualifica radiopasteurization ramification randomize
ratification rationalization reclassification reconcile recontamination redempson reevalua reharmoniza reinstitu reinvigorate relecia renunciation rep’ta repare requisi restitut retribu revalua revolucion sequestra sorp strangulation
stratification subroga subscript subsec sterilization suc syllabification systemization time--mo tribula triplica tui unification vacuolization vaporization verificata volatilization yankeefica

‘s.null.ers.ly 1 859 From known stem and suffix how
null.less 13 858 SF1 cease feature flint guile hap mirth price rudder score sense spine tone value

ate.ated.ates.ating.ation 14 851 Check signs accommodate accumulation appropriate associate culm cultiv deleget deterior elimin estim fascin gradu incorporate recrude

null.ant.ed.ing.s 5 849 SF1 claim complain descend intend result
null.full.less.s 3 845 From known stem and suffix meaning taste thought
‘s.null.ers.ly 1 838 SF1 world
ed.est.ing.lyness 4 739 From known stem and suffix calm near slow smooth
’s.NULL.less.like.r.time 1 737 From known stem and suffix life
NULL.an.d.e.eful.k.less.ton.us 1 734 From known stem and suffix sin
NULL.er.id.ue 1 727 Known stems to suffixes und
NULL.e.ed.er.ery.ing.s 2 724 Check sigs butt turn
er.ing 3 722 From known stem and suffix lett noth runn
NULL.able.an.ed.ers.in.ing.ous.s 1 718 From known stem and suffix call
NULL.ed.ham.ing.s.y 1 715 From known stem and suffix need
’s.NULL.d.e.ed.es.ing.men.on.port.ry.s.son.te.ty 1 714 From known stem and suffix car
NULL.e.ed.ers.in.ing.s 2 713 From known stem and suffix sell think
NULL.ed.ers.ing.ment.mental.ments.s 1 712 Check sigs develop
NULL.s.ship 4 712 Known stems to suffixes champion comrade fellow member
NULL.eous.field.ful.ist.ly.ness.s 1 709 From known stem and suffix right
NULL.iest.ily 1 703 From known stem and suffix might
’s.NULL.ed.ers.in.ing.room.s.work 1 702 From known stem and suffix school
te 113 701 Singleton absolu acoly accon acu anchori anecdo antido antoinet
aphrodi aster astu belafon bizer bonapar bru burket canu cassi charlot chioromon
chu composi concertan confidan conque coquet corot coyo crystalli d’*artaguet
d’identi debutan derveri despi destitu diletto distas dream-*sweetmi duran
effe ensoli etiquet exego exquisi favori fich fini firzi flot footno fosteri frostbri
goyet grani graphi hau heu incomple incomple jacobo keyno kni l’*universi
l’activi l’identi lafayet lan ley ligni lolot luet lut macwhy mennoni milco monoc
nonwhi noyon-la-*sain p’li parachu pirouet prerequisi pride-*starlet prostiitu
pyu quadrupart redou remo reple resolu respi rolet roulet satelli sau spri sub-
urbani sulami svel teksti teni time-*olivet toothpas tribu triparti tu*hul*hul*zo
valen vignet willamet wilmet wro yosemi yvet
NULL.r.st.ts 1 681 Known stems to suffixes yea
NULL.ar.d.e.eble.ebly.ed.es.et.nce.r.te.ted.tes 1 674 From known stem and suffix fe
e.ed.ence.es.ing 3 669 Known stems to suffixes coincid interfer provid
’s.NULL.a.s 1 668 From known stem and suffix american
NULL.in.ing.s 2 662 Check sigs meet stand
NULL.e.er.ers.es.ing.s 2 661 From known stem and suffix los writ
sitomet deprecato desulto dogber doughnutte dru drudge dysente epistolato ex-*to fae februa ferne fie gant garge geochemist geomt ger grigo harlan-*hicko hend heredita histochemist hydrochemist idolus interlibra inter-media interplaneta intrapulmona introducto itiner e janaau jer jitte john-*hen lapida laund londonder mallo malmesbu microchemist microcytochemist milline' mocke montgate newbe newbu nondiscriminato nonlitera orne ou tc papilla paramilita perempto periphe perju pillsbu pituita plena plenipotenti-a poult pre-*revolution pulmona pundit quacke quar raille raspber reperto rosema rudimenta saintsbu sala salisbu sanctua sanitad sedenta shrubbe slive snobbe solita sor sorce stanbu stansbe stacione sublitera subluna susz-*hunga superluna symmet tawd tertia th-*centu thermomet thromeber tippera trajeacto twentieth-*centu undersecreta unlitera unsatisfacto unsavo upholste urina vicke waterbu wint woodber woodbu

's.NULL.less.ly 2 616 From known stem and suffix love name
NULL.en 14 616 Check sigs anders christians dine flax gold gott hans hex hym jens moist oft reub sunk
NULL.atic.s 5 614 SF1 axiom idiom paradigm problem symptom
t.ted.ting.tion.tive.ts 6 613 Check sigs attrac connec disrup preven protec restrict
e.ing 40 608 SF1 aveng balkaniz blockad capitaliz chaf diddl disprov expung extenuat fulminat gabbl gorg haggl imping indiscriminat jeopardiz lactat massag meddl merchandis notic nurs obsolet overrid purpl remak reprobat revis rins salvag scrib servic skindiv straf tam theoriz trifl trundl twinkl unsheath ating.e.id.ing 1 604 From known stem and suffix plac
's.NULL.a.age.al.alities.ality.ally.s 1 600 From known stem and suffix person
NULL.ed.ly.n.s.th 1 600 From known stem and suffix ear
's.NULL.work 1 595 Known stems to suffixes house
NULL.ed.er.ing.ly.s 1 588 From known stem and suffix open
ability.able.e.ed.er.ers.es.id.ing 1 587 Known stems to suffixes liv
ation.e.ed.es.ing 10 582 From known stem and suffix accus demoraliz inspir maximiz preserv quot realiz reserv summariz utiliz
NULL.able.ation.ational.ations.e.ed.er.ing.ly.ness.s 1 581 Check sigs present
ence.ent.s.ton 1 581 Known stems to suffixes pres
's.NULL.able.er.ily.iness.ing.s.y 1 578 From known stem and suffix read
NULL.ded.ent.ied.ies.ious.s.y 1 574 From known stem and suffix stud
age.e.er.ers.ing.o 1 571 From known stem and suffix hom
's.NULL.atic.e.ics.s 1 570 From known stem and suffix system
NULL.ed.ence.ing.s 4 568 From known stem and suffix correspond exist insist persist
NULL.e.ed.ing.land.less.room.s.stand.y 1 567 From known stem and suffix head
c.city.que.sh.shed.shers 1 567 From known stem and suffix publi
’s.NULL.a.ble.ed.er.ers.es.ful.in.ing.room.s.time 1 564 From known stem and suffix play
’s.NULL.s.son 4 563 Known stems to suffixes john michael richard stephen
NULL.ier.ish.k.le.ry.son 1 563 From known stem and suffix per
’s.NULL.d.e.es.field.head.ily.less.like.n.s.time.ty.y 1 556 From known stem and suffix war
e.ed.en.er.ers.es.ger.ing.k.us.ville 1 551 From known stem and suffix lin
NULL.d.e.es.field.est.ing.n.s.st.th.ty 1 548 From known stem and suffix hear
NULL.o.s.ual 1 548 From known stem and suffix fact
’s.NULL.book.in.s.work.y 1 547 From known stem and suffix case
NULL.ed.ess.ing.ment.or.s 1 543 From known stem and suffix govern
NULL.age.ed.ing.s 7 543 SF1 anchor bond cover drain haul link spoil
e.ed.es.et.ial.ing.tion 1 540 From known stem and suffix fac
al.e.ed.es.ing 5 540 From known stem and suffix appro approve arous arriv refus structur
ion 40 539 Singleton allus apprehens avers battal ben-*gur cess collis commiss
connex cotill criter dandel delus deris dissens excurs fash fiss gur invas invers
l*un liberty-and-*-un o*ban octill opin pavil previs profus provis quintill re-fash
reun secess septill sess sextill soun tropidoclon vermil
e.ed.er.ers.es.in.ing.tion.tive.ts 1 538 From known stem and suffix produc
NULL.d.ful.ing.piece.s 1 536 From known stem and suffix eye
a.alate.osity.ous 1 536 From known stem and suffix gener
’s.NULL.ally.ation.ists.ized.k.ly 1 535 From known stem and suffix public
NULL.able.ably.ation.ed.in.ing.s 1 534 From known stem and suffix consider
’s.NULL.ed.s 4 530 SF1 button journey money officer
NULL.e.k.ly.ness 1 530 From known stem and suffix thin
NULL.ers.s 14 526 SF1 brick bunk chest custom execution hoop household pension pond prison prop raft rug tank
al.e.eion.ism.ist.istic.ities.ity.ize 1 466 Check sigs commun
e.ess.ible.ibly.um 1 465 From known stem and suffix poss
NULL.e.ly 4 463 SF1 medical nil splendid sur
NULL.en.er.ing 1 463 From known stem and suffix less
NULL.able.ed.ers.ing.s 1 459 From known stem and suffix question
NULL.able.men.s 1 459 From known stem and suffix service
NULL.e.ed.es.ically.ie.in.ing.s.ing.tion 1 457 From known stem and suffix bas
’s.NULL.es.ly.men 1 456 SF1 church
’s.NULL.day.lies.ly.s 1 456 Check sigs week
’t.NULLer.est.ish.ster 1 455 From known stem and suffix young
able.ation.e.ed.es 1 451 From known stem and suffix valu
NULL.age.ed.ers.ing.s 1 449 From known stem and suffix report
e.ed.ies.ing.y 1 449 From known stem and suffix polic
NULL.ies.y 5 448 From known stem and suffix difficult draper eight pans robber
er.ing 22 447 SF1 beginn bestsell bodybuild bootleg cutt hitt housekeep kidd matchmak maul pepp rodd scaveng sett shopp shutt splint taxpay theatergo typewrit wett wrongdo
’t.NULL.ful.ing.s.y 1 446 From known stem and suffix room
NULL.ce.e.es.ing.o.r 1 446 From known stem and suffix far
e.ed.eter.ing.ure 1 446 From known stem and suffix clos
NULL.able.ed.ing.s 3 443 SF1 answer expand fashion
NULL.dom.hand.ing.ly.man.port.r.s.st.way 1 441 From known stem and suffix free
NULL.th.ties.ty 2 441 Check sigs seven six
NULL.ism.ist.istic.ity.ly 1 440 From known stem and suffix social
NULL.ed.ers.ing 6 437 From known stem and suffix crash finish launch punch stretch wash
NULL.s.some.th 1 436 From known stem and suffix four
NULL.able.age.ed.es.ion.ive.ivity.port 1 434 Check sigs pass
NULL.al.e.ed.ing.ity.ly.s 1 434 From known stem and suffix sever
NULL.er.est.ly 4 433 From known stem and suffix loud meek proud strong
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From known stem and suffix artist poet
From known stem and suffix arm

From known stem and suffix buy fight seek
From known stem and suffix cost

From known stem and suffix boy

SF1 change interchange objection

SF1 anglican athletic catholic despot hindu pagan protestant republican revival robot stoic unitarian utopian

From known stem and suffix bett

SF1 better

Check sigs proper uncertain

From known stem and suffix miss

Known stems to suffixes challeng dazzl divid fram glaz lectur pok revolv tumbl

From known stem and suffix nothing
…null-full-s 1 414 From known stem and suffix force
null-led-en-er-s 1 413 From known stem and suffix lead
null-ate-ator-d-ing-ium-or-s-sed-t-try 1 412 Check sigs sen
null-th-ton-way 1 412 Known stems to suffixes nor
ability-able-ance-ant-tion-ed-eties-ety-ous 1 411 Check sigs vari
ability-able-al-ological-ologist-ology 1 411 Check sigs soci
null-full-less-man-men-s 1 410 From known stem and suffix law
null-an-et-in-s 1 409 From known stem and suffix beg
null-ance-ed-ering-ly-ness-s 1 408 From known stem and suffix clear
null-ed-es-ing-ion 3 407 From known stem and suffix complet substitut supervis
null-hand-ly-s 1 406 SF1 second
arial-ies-ism-le-y 1 406 From known stem and suffix famil
null-head-ly-man-ness-s-y 1 405 From known stem and suffix white
age-e-ed-es-ied-ies-ing-y 1 404 From known stem and suffix stor
null-en-er-est-ling-ly-ness-ship-y 1 400 From known stem and suffix hard
null-n-s 6 400 From known stem and suffix brow collage dystopia forsake spoke utopia
null-al-an 1 399 From known stem and suffix later
null-ist-istic-ized-ly-s 1 398 From known stem and suffix national
null-s-ton 3 396 From known stem and suffix apple clay washing
ies-ion-y 1 396 From known stem and suffix compan
null-do-e-ing 1 395 From known stem and suffix sid
null-er-ing-n-s-th 1 392 From known stem and suffix grow
null-et-nce-nt-te-ts-tting 1 391 Check sigs qui
null-ity-ly-s 5 390 SF1 intellectual regular rigid spiritual vital
null-ly-s 1 385 Known stems to suffixes friend
null-e-ion-ive-ty-ure 1 385 From known stem and suffix nat
als-e-ed-k-u-al 1 385 From known stem and suffix cas
ak-d-e-ed-sh 1 384 From known stem and suffix fre
ish 46 384 Singleton american-*jew anglo-*jew angu blem blowf bluef boor catf cher clann codf cruml derv dimin distingu dolt engl establ extingu fet fopp furn geat gentile-*jew goldf hoyden jut kadd lav mawk mc*l non-*engl puck
raff reestabl relinqu replen rhen scarecrow skirm shrew skirm snobb squeam un-engl unself yidd
NULL.ed.es 15 382 From known stem and suffix ambush bench chorus clash clench climax couch dish encompass foil inch hunch inch latch overreach stitch
ily.y 20 382 SF1 arbitrar clums contradictor contrar customar daint dand extraordinar involuntar momentar perfunctor satisfactor secondar shabb temporar unfunn unluck unnecessar unstead voluntar
d.ge.k ry.s.son 1 382 From known stem and suffix lar
’s.NULL.ie.ish.s 1 380 From known stem and suffix girl
ed.er.ers.ing 9 379 Known stems to suffixes bann control drumm flapp kidnapp plann pott sinn skipp
NULL.ed.es.ing.ure 1 378 Known stems to suffixes press
NULL.ation.ational.ations.e.es.ibly.ing.or.ual 1 378 Check sigs sens
’s.NULL.ed.ing.s 2 376 From known stem and suffix board stream
NULL.ers.ie 1 376 From known stem and suffix matt
NULL.ment.s 3 376 From known stem and suffix asses commit move ence.ential 2 376 Check sigs ess experi
al.ation.k.us 1 375 Known stems to suffixes loc
ic.ical.ics.ies.ist.ize.y 1 375 Known stems to suffixes econom
NULL.est 5 374 SF1 ever frail roaring stanch staunch
NULL.less.tious 1 373 Known stems to suffixes face
t.ts.tting 11 373 Check sigs admi bese blo omi outpu permi plo spli squa submi upse
’s.NULL.head.less.like.s 1 372 From known stem and suffix god
’s.NULL.a.ers.led.ly.ness.s 1 371 From known stem and suffix kind
NULL.e.field.ing.man 1 371 From known stem and suffix whit
’s.NULL.ed.ers.ing.s 1 370 From known stem and suffix mark
NULL.man.men.s.way 1 370 Known stems to suffixes door
’s.NULL.ing.s 6 369 SF1 breed clerk clown conflict fund pilot
ed.es.ing 20 369 Known stems to suffixes accru advocat agoniz allud befuddl buckl elud evidenc experienc fenc fum influenc motivat packag pervad resolv sparkl stepp wheez wrench
NULL.e.ist.ity.ly.s 1 368 From known stem and suffix final
ality. alize. ities. ity 1 366 Check sigs univers
’s.NULL.ers 3 365 SF1 engine freight moth
ence. ential. ently 3 365 Check sigs consequ evid prud
NULL.s.th 2 364 SF1 hundred thousand
le.ly 2 362 Check sigs simp subt
NULL.s.wise 3 361 SF1 edge piece width
NULL.ble.c.es.ia.ie.in.ion.k.rry.s.sh ty.um.y 1 361 From known stem and suffix mar
’s.NULL.s.y 5 360 SF1 beggar brain paper supervisor throat
’s.NULL.ry.s 5 360 SF1 dentist husband infant nurse slave
’s.NULL.man.men 2 360 From known stem and suffix country posse
NULL.ed.ing.man.s 2 360 From known stem and suffix train wing
NULL.ed.es.ful.ing 2 360 From known stem and suffix stress wish
NULL.ation.ed.ing.s 7 360 SF1 confirm confront implement prolong recommend resign transport
’s.NULL.ed.ers.ing.s.work 1 359 From known stem and suffix field
NULL.e.ism.istic.ists.ities.ity.ize.ly.ness.s 1 359 Check sigs human
’s.NULL.a.able.e.eable.ed.es.ing.ion.or.s 1 357 Check sigs rat
’s.NULL.ed.ers.ial 1 356 From known stem and suffix best
able.e.ed.ers.es.ie.in.ing 1 356 From known stem and suffix lov
NULL.an.e.id.ly.or 1 355 From known stem and suffix hum
NULL.er.est.ly.ness 3 353 From known stem and suffix bold dark wild
NULL.al.ed.s 4 353 SF1 coast intention occasion provision
es.ice.ied.ies.ily.in.y 1 353 Check sigs bod
ial.ies.ious.y 1 353 From known stem and suffix industr
NULL.ed.es.ic.iest.less.room 1 351 From known stem and suffix class
NULL.able.ation.ed.ing.s 1 350 From known stem and suffix expect
NULL.ate.e.or 1 350 Known stems to suffixes don
ian.ic.ies.y 1 350 From known stem and suffix histor
’s.NULL.e.ful.ie.ist.less.s.y 1 349 From known stem and suffix art
ability.able.ably.ation.e.ed.es.ing.ity.ly 1 349 Check sigs prob
NULL.ry.s 9 348 SF1 amo bishop forest gadget gallant memo pageant perfume weapon
ate 95 348 Singleton acet alkylarylsulfon barbitur bicarbon bishopsg bunkm butyr campm carbohyd chocol classm cogn collegi commensur commiser concili disocyan dioxal dispar dispassion disproportion effectu effemin eventu excori extric ferm germin helpm hexametaphosh hibern illiter immacul immoder inanim inappropri inarticul indelic indetermin imm intercollegi intermedi interpenetr intrinsic inveter isocyan laure legisl magistr metaphosh methacryl nitr nonparticul noviti obstin orn orthophosph outst oxal particul penultim phthal playm polyisocyan polyphosph post*-gradu postgradu preliter propion pror prost prostr protector pyrophosph quick-*w rededic reticul roomm saras sati secretari shipm stalem substr tailg teamm templ tollig tri-*st tripolyphosph ultim uly undergradu unfortun upst
NULL.ist.s 10 347 SF1 cartoon column expansion guitar reception revision solo survival violin watercolor
’s.NULL.ly 4 345 SF1 divine instant stout wife
NULL.e.er.ie.ing.ion.ionaire.ions.s 1 345 From known stem and suffix mill able.ably.e.ed.er.ers.es.ing 1 345 Known stems to suffixes belie le.st 1 344 Check sigs lea
NULL.er.ers.es.ing 2 344 From known stem and suffix fish teach ed.es 42 344 Check sigs analys buttress catalogu chuckl ciliat decr dominat energiz envisag epitomiz exemplifi freckl hesitat hoppl irritat lobbi magnifi migrat occupi parodi participat personifi pimpl predominat preoccupi pupt queri ralli reshap ruffl salari satisfi shackl shlev simplifi speckl splotch stimulat testifi trespass vitiat e.ed.ement.ier.iest.ily.ing.y 1 344 Check sigs eas NULL.d.e.less.nt.s 1 343 From known stem and suffix age d.e.ed.es.ies.iness.land.man.ster.ty.y 1 340 From known stem and suffix hol ‘s.NULL.hood.ly 2 339 SF1 brother woman e.ers 10 338 Check sigs grov leagu masqu nibbl outsider ringsid siev teenag torqu wholesal ance.ation.ed.es.ing.ities.ity.ous.um 1 338 Check sigs continu NULL.ed.ing.ments.s 6 337 SF1 appoint assign attain conceal fulfill unfold NULL.active.ed.er.in.ing.s.y 1 337 From known stem and suffix talk NULL.en.s 5 335 From known stem and suffix chick fuck height strength threat NULL.ish.s 10 333 SF1 amateur freak jew kitten monk non-*jew schoolgirl span token turk
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al.ed.es.mble.o.s.te 1333 Known stems to suffixes tri
NULL.est.ment.n 1332 Known stems to suffixes inter
NULL.istic.ity.ly.s 1332 From known stem and suffix particular
a.e.ed.es.ing.um 1329 From known stem and suffix dat
’s.NULL.ized.s 1328 From known stem and suffix individual
NULL.ed.es.ing.ess.or.ry.ure.y 1327 From known stem and suffix past
NULL.er.est.ness.y 1327 From known stem and suffix full
NULL.s.y 21 327 From known stem and suffix ace advisor cage chunk contributor dale draught hue inhibitor jacob lace milk pearl racket saxon sensor silver soap willow wisp worm
e.ed.es.ing.ology 1327 Known stems to suffixes typ
e.ed.ibly.ing 1327 From known stem and suffix forc
NULL.ic.ical.icity.s 1326 Check sigs period
NULL.age.al.ar.man.up 1326 From known stem and suffix line
NULL.al.ed.er.ers.ing.s 1326 From known stem and suffix condition
ate.ated.ating.ation.ational.ations.ator 1326 Check sigs educ
y 13 326 SF1 agreeabl alread calumn compl debilitating disarra exemplif guarant identif interpla jeopard ossif seniorit
NULL.ness.s.some 1324 Known stems to suffixes whole
ant.e.ed.es.ing.o 1324 Known stems to suffixes serv
ability.able.ant.ate.ation.ative.e.ed.es.ing.ism.istic 1324 Check sigs determin
’s.NULL.ous.s.um 1323 Known stems to suffixes moment
’s.NULL.age.en.er.est.hand.ly.ness.s 1321 From known stem and suffix short
NULL.ate.ated.ates.ating.ation.ed.er.ers.ing.s 1321 From known stem and suffix design
NULL.en.er.ers.in.ing.s.up 1320 From known stem and suffix hold
’s.NULL.er.town 1318 Known stems to suffixes york
NULL.er.ers.full.less.y 1318 From known stem and suffix care
’s.NULL.ed.er.ers.ies.ing.ish.s 1317 From known stem and suffix book
NULL.ly.ness.s.st.up 1317 Known stems to suffixes close
e.ed.es.ial.ic.ical.ing.ique.ta 1317 From known stem and suffix mus
NULL.d.e.es.field.k.less.s.some.ter 1316 From known stem and suffix win
NULL.e.es.ities.ity.ize.ly 1 315 Check sigs local
NULL.e.er.ers.est.ly.n.s 1 315 From known stem and suffix low
NULL.ist.ization.ize.ized.izes.izing.ly ty 1 315 Check sigs special
’s.NULL.ed.ing.led.s 1 314 From known stem and suffix level
e.ed.er.ers.es.ing.ition 1 314 From known stem and suffix trad
’s.NULL.e.hood.ish.less.like 1 313 From known stem and suffix child
NULL.d.en.ion.ium 1 312 From known stem and suffix hel
ie 67 312 Singleton agg aquacut athal bijouter boog boug camarader capercailz carneg carneig cel campagn cromb debonn edd eer eff els fredd gaucher gillesp guthr hanover-*bert hett jeann johnn kat kedz kizz krystallograph lalaur laram lenl lizz lud magg magp maiest marjor mc*gh mc*kenz menager mous neckt ozz petr poetr pottawatom poughkeeps prair ritch ronn rook ros rosal ryl soph stephan stev tomm toots troub valer wyl zomb
NULL.ed.es.ing.ment 3 311 From known stem and suffix attach banish establish
NULL.an.d.e.es.k.man.ton 1 311 From known stem and suffix mil
NULL.ed.es.ing.or 1 310 From known stem and suffix process
NULL.d.ger.n.nt.ty 1 310 From known stem and suffix mea
NULL.ism 23 309 SF1 absentee anti-*american anti-*catholic ascetic authoritarian career confucian congregational cosmopolitan electromagnet evangelical existential geocentric gothic monastic popular presbyterian provincial sensational supernatural supranational totalitarian vigilant
’s.NULL.ed.ing 3 308 From known stem and suffix center flower marshall
’s.NULL.ers.light.s 1 307 SF1 street
NULL.ed.er.ing.ly.ness.proof.s 1 307 From known stem and suffix sound
NULL.ous.s 10 307 SF1 advantage cavern gorge hazard hide mountain outrage peril traitor villain
e.ed.es.ing.ition 2 307 From known stem and suffix impos pos
’s.NULL.ed.eous.ier.ly.poss. 1 306 From known stem and suffix court
NULL.e.ical.ism.ist.ists.o.olog.ology.s 1 306 From known stem and suffix method on.ons.osi.ty.ous 1 303 From known stem and suffix religi
NULL.able.ed.es.ing 3 303 From known stem and suffix approach distinguish perish
NULL.or 4 303 SF1 detract maj outdo winds
null.ed.os.ual 1 301 SF1 spirit
null.ed.ing.ion.or 3 299 From known stem and suffix edit elect inspect
null.ed.field.i.ly.less.man’s.me.ri.ors.y 1 299 From known stem and suffix air
null.ght.r.th 1 299 From known stem and suffix sou
null.ary.ed.ion.ly.s 1 298 From known stem and suffix secret
’s.null.ed.et.ie.ing.ion.s.y 1 297 From known stem and suffix bill
d.ded.ding.tion.tive 1 297 From known stem and suffix atten
acy.ate 7 296 Check sigs accur adequ illegitim immedi inaccur inadequ
’s.null.ed.er.ers.ing.l.ey.s 1 295 From known stem and suffix sing
’s.null.s.town 2 294 From known stem and suffix dog george
null.ed.er.ers.ing.ive.s 1 294 From known stem and suffix support
null.e.ed.er.ers.in.ing.s 1 294 From known stem and suffix wait
null.time.way 1 294 Known stems to suffixes half
e.ed.ers.es.ing 4 294 Known stems to suffixes enforc jok purchas sampl
’s.null.an 6 293 SF1 baltimore europe luther rousseau shakespeare wesley
’s.null.e.s.ship 1 292 From known stem and suffix town
’s.null.man.me.n.s 2 290 From known stem and suffix committee rifle
null.me.n.11.289 SF1 boats cattle cav alry cave freed frontiers grooms muscle quarry trades tribes
’s.null.ed.er.ers.ing.on.s 1 288 From known stem and suffix land
’s.null.ism.istic.ly.s 1 287 From known stem and suffix material
null.able.ation.ed.es.ing 1 287 From known stem and suffix tax
ate.ated.ates.ating.ation.ative.ator.es.ted 1 287 Known stems to suffixes indic
’s.null.ed.ive.s 1 286 SF1 subject
null.e.ed.ing.s 2 286 From known stem and suffix fad hop
’s.null.ed.hood.land.ly.s 1 285 Known stems to suffixes mother
’s.null.ian.ians.ie.ine.y 1 285 From known stem and suffix christ
null.er.in.ing.s.up 1 285 Known stems to suffixes build
ied.y 23 285 SF1 autops classif dignif disqualif flurr fortif frenz gratif hurr hypertroph mollif mudd notif nullif purif ratif remarr stratif typif verif vivif whinn worr
From known stem and suffix sea
From known stem and suffix societ
From known stem and suffix driv
From known stem and suffix individu
From known stem and suffix list
From known stem to suffixes run
From known stem and suffix list
From known stem to suffixes quest
From known stem and suffix necesar
From known stem and suffix term
From known stem and suffix pay
From known stem and suffix success
From known stem and suffix letter
Check sigs except
From known stem and suffix hope
al.es.ous 1 253 Check sigs seri
NULL.ed.s.y 7 252 SF1 feather lull peak powder splinter warrant weight
NULL.r.st 2 251 From known stem and suffix boa true
’s.NULL.ent 1 250 Known stems to suffixes mom
NULL.ed.ily.ing.s 1 250 From known stem and suffix test
NULL.ed.es.ible.ion.ive.ly.way 1 250 From known stem and suffix express
NULL.ism.ist.ize.s 1 250 From known stem and suffix federal
NULL.able.ment.s 2 250 SF1 adjust enjoy
NULL.ed.ering.ish.like.s.way 1 249 From known stem and suffix park
NULL.e.es.ting 1 249 From known stem and suffix sit
ating.ation.es.ism.ities.ity 1 249 Check sigs activ
’s.NULL.en.ible.ing.s 1 248 From known stem and suffix fall
’s.NULL.field.land.s 1 248 From known stem and suffix south
e.en.es.ing.k 1 248 From known stem and suffix ris
ey.er.est 2 248 Check sigs handsom larg
NULL.ed.ibility.ion.ive.s 1 247 From known stem and suffix suggest
NULL.ed.ers.es.ing.men 1 247 From known stem and suffix watch
te.ted.tes.ting.tion.tive.y 1 247 Check sigs rela
’s.NULL.field.port 1 246 Known stems to suffixes west
NULL.day.de.et.ies.itor.k.ster.te.th.ty 1 246 From known stem and suffix mon
NULL.full.less.ly.s 1 246 From known stem and suffix purpose
e.ed.en.ers.es.ier.iest.ily.iness.ing.y 1 245 From known stem and suffix heav
ability.able.ion.es.ing.ory.ery.es.ing.y 1 245 From known stem and suffix practic
NULL.a.ality.al.ly.ian 1 244 From known stem and suffix music
’s.NULL.ed.ly.s 1 243 SF1 father
’s.NULL.day.k.light.man.s 1 243 From known stem and suffix sun
NULL.ette.s 2 243 SF1 dollar kitchen
NULL.e.ed.ers.es.ing.y 1 242 From known stem and suffix rang
able.ation.ational.atory.e.ed.ers.es.ing 1 242 Check sigs observ
e.ed.es.in.ing.k.n 1 241 Known stems to suffixes dar
jimbo karp kaster keating keats kelley klemperer knall kramer krapp lagrange
lanin lasswitz lenobel leopard levinger lindbergh lindsey littleton lizard locke
loew lopatnikoff loudon lueger m*e maritain mc*enroe mc*govern mc*sorley
medico merton meyerbeer miriani misky moniuszko moraine mulatto musil
nipe offenbach outskirt paglieri pandelli pappy parkinson pauper pergolesi
pickett pliny poorman peopie prentice puccini purchaser purdue r* o*k
rbi reily rhea rickey riemann ringler rommel rossilini roylott ruark s*a*a*m*i
salyer sande sanford sarum schumann segal septuagenarian shark shartzer
shckley simak simonson spaniel spillane spinley spumoni squatter
steinbeck stober symes t*c*u talbott taney theon titche toffenetti tussard vance
veeck verplanck vesuvio vonnegut waal warehouseman weems weigel wheelan
williamson wife woolworth wrestler wyndham yoshimoto zamiatin

NULL.e.e.d.e.r.ers.es.ing 1 227 From known stem and suffix rul

NULL.ance.ed.e.r.ers.es.ing.s 1 227 From known stem and suffix perform

ation.ative.atory .e.ed.es.ing 1 227 Known stems to suffixes prepar

tion 20 227 Check sigs adjudica agglomerata aggrega annihil a contri corpora
decelerata desola despera deten eradicata erudi inactiva incarna insubordina irred-
olu ora procrastina recapitula subjuga

‘s.NULL.a.er.ly.ness.s 1 225 From known stem and suffix firm

‘s.NULL.ation.ed.e.r.ers.s 1 225 From known stem and suffix plant

NULL.ity 27 224 SF1 amoral arid carnal circular congenial convex corporeal
estatic familiar fecund fidel humid impartial inferior jovial lobular lucid
modal null optimal piezoelectric poster sensual tranquil trivial viscoelastic

NULL.a.al.ally.an.ative.s 1 224 From known stem and suffix norm

NULL.full 15 224 From known stem and suffix barns bliss brim disgrace distaste
dole fate forgit grate hate prayer shame tune woe wrath

e.ed.ers.ing.tion 1 222 From known stem and suffix reduc

ation.e.ed.ers.es.ing 2 222 From known stem and suffix organiz stabiliz

NULL.ed.ers.ing 5 221 From known stem and suffix crush destroy hurl mix
offend

NULL.ance.ant.e.ed.es.in.ing.ingly.ure 1 221 Known stems to suffixes pleas

NULL.ous 8 221 SF1 cadaver courage danger libel rancor venom vigor zeal
ated.ation.e.y 1 221 Check sigs abl

ant.ent 2 220 Check sigs curr ext

ily.ism.ist.y 1 220 From known stem and suffix militar

NULL.ed.ers.ing.land.s 1 218 From known stem and suffix farm
null. like ry.s 1 218 From known stem and suffix machine
null.ation ed.ing or.s 1 218 From known stem and suffix visit
en.ier.est.ily.iness.y 1 218 From known stem and suffix happ
ative.ies.y 2 218 SF1 qualit quantit
's. null. e.ia.icium.ized.s.town.y 1 217 From known stem and suffix german
null.ntial 1 217 Check sigs provide
null.ation ed.ing.less.s 1 217 SF1 limit
ant 54 216 Singleton anglo-*protest appell blat boisbri bonenf deodor dorm eleph enf equidist exorbit extravag flagr flamboy incess irrelev itiner lieuten malfeas manserv menilmont merch milit miscre negoci non-*disson nonchal noncombat nonobserve passav pench pend pheas poign pregn puiss recalcir recus redund remn restaur sibil supernat surfact topgall tyr ungall unhesit unimport unrepent vagr vali verd
null. e. ed. ful.ing.less.s.some 1 215 From known stem and suffix fear
null. it.le 2 215 From known stem and suffix rabb tab
null.al.ed.ers.ier.s 1 215 From known stem and suffix met
's. null. ers.ia.s 1 214 SF1 island
's. null. light. man. men.s 1 214 From known stem and suffix fire
null.ed.ing.ment 9 214 SF1 abandon align amend enchant encroach enlighten enrich enroll
's. null. ar.ates.ic.s 1 213 From known stem and suffix son
'd. null. ed.ing.s 1 213 SF1 enter
null.ers.field.land.s 1 213 From known stem and suffix north
null.al.ality.ally.als.ated.ates.ating.ation.s 1 213 From known stem and suffix origin
null.ism.istic.ists.ity.s 1 212 From known stem and suffix modern
ied.ies.y 7 212 Check sigs certif clarif glorif qualif repl signif unif
null.ies.s 2 211 From known stem and suffix beast factor
null.al.alism.ally.ation.ed.ers.ing.s 1 211 From known stem and suffix experiment
e.ed.ers.es.ing.on 1 211 Known stems to suffixes shar
's. null.al.ation.ers.ibility.ion.s 1 210 From known stem and suffix leg
's. null.head.o.s 1 210 From known stem and suffix red
acy.ate.ations.et.ies.y 1 210 From known stem and suffix priv
’s.NULL.e.ing.ish.y 1 209 From known stem and suffix brown
NULL.ed.ing.ion.or.s 3 209 From known stem and suffix conduct extract inhibit
NULL.ability.able.ed.ful.ing.ive.s 1 209 From known stem and suffix respect
’s.NULL.iest.ily.less.s 1 208 From known stem and suffix heart
NULL.ed.ful.ing.land.s 1 208 SF1 wonder
NULL.ly.ry 1 208 From known stem and suffix live
NULL.ant.ed.es.ing.ion 1 208 Known stems to suffixes discuss
NULL.al.alism.ally.ary.ed.ing.s 1 208 From known stem and suffix function
est 27 208 Singleton almag arr bequ berlin-*w buchar budap de*for deadli dis-
ter east-*w forr herrin-*murphysboro-*w hillcr hott immod inqu juici lowli
manif maplecr posh prot purti requ sorri sugg unr
NULL.en.er.est.ly.ness 2 206 From known stem and suffix soft weak
NULL.ion.or.s 1 206 From known stem and suffix sect
’s.NULL.s.way 2 205 Known stems to suffixes hall lee
NULL.e.ist.it.ties.ity.ly.s 1 205 Check sigs moral
NULL.ine.land 1 205 From known stem and suffix eng
NULL.a.al.er 1 205 From known stem and suffix pap
e.ed.eres.in.ing 1 205 From known stem and suffix rais
’s.NULL.n 4 204 Known stems to suffixes ego jorda russia thor
’s.NULL.dom.like.ly.man.manship.men.s 1 204 From known stem and suffix horse
NULL.al.s 8 204 From known stem and suffix baptism behavior creed dynamic
feud maniac tactic tropic
NULL.ed.ible.ing.ion.ive.or.s 1 203 From known stem and suffix collect
NULL.ed.ers.ing.ment.s 1 203 From known stem and suffix contain
NULL.ed.eres.ies.ing.s.y 1 203 From known stem and suffix fill
al.le 2 203 Check sigs brid princip
’s.NULL.ary.ed.s 1 202 From known stem and suffix station
NULL.ly.n.r.st 1 202 From known stem and suffix wide
’s.NULL.ed.et.ing.istic.room.s 1 201 From known stem and suffix ball
NULL.ed.ie.ing.s 2 201 From known stem and suffix linger sort
NULL.able.ed.ers.in.ing.s 1 193 From known stem and suffix kill
able.ably 22 193 Check sigs amic formid immeasur impecc improb incompar
inescap inevit inexor inexplic insuper irredeem irrepar irrevoc palp unaccount
unappeas unavoid unbear undeni unimpeach unmistak
NULL.a.ity 2 192 From known stem and suffix christian rotund
NULL.e.ers.ing.s.ter 1 191 Known stems to suffixes bit
NULL.s.town 4 191 SF1 cape middle nigger province
ate.ated.ates.ies.y 2 191 SF1 facilit necessit
ance 29 191 Singleton abey allegi alli ambi ambul asson circumst counten hap-
penst imbal insouci intemper l’assist l’independ luxuri mainten noncompli
nuis ordn protuber reconnais remembr renaiss sembl semitr surveill susten
tapd venge
NULL.ed.ing.ion.ive.or.s 1 190 From known stem and suffix project
NULL.er.ine.port 1 190 Known stems to suffixes sup
NULL.er.ers.ette.ing.man.men.s.ton 1 190 From known stem and suffix lay
NULL.r.s.st.on 1 190 From known stem and suffix simple
NULL.er.in.ing.n.s 1 189 From known stem and suffix draw
NULL.d.de.e.man.o.on 1 189 From known stem and suffix col
NULL.age 4 189 Check sigs broker lever mile percent
NULL.a.e.ed.es.ing.s 1 189 From known stem and suffix aid
NULL.al.ary.s 1 189 From known stem and suffix element
’s.NULL.e.ia.ity.ized.ly 1 188 From known stem and suffix central
’s.NULL.ly.men.y 1 188 From known stem and suffix earth
able.al.e.ed.es.ing 1 188 From known stem and suffix remov
able 88 187 Singleton aff avali conscion diagonaliz flamm incompar immov
immut impenetr imperish imperturb implac imponder inadvis inalien inap-
plic incalcul incap inconceiv inconsider incontest indecipher indefatig indefin
indescrib indistinguish indomit indubit ineff ineluct inexcus inextric inhospit
innume inoper insati insepar insurmount intermin intract invalu irreconcil ir-
remedi irresolv malle monosyll sill timet turnt unaccept unalien unalloc un-
alter unattain unbreak unchange uncomb unconquer unconscion undepend
undesir undrink unendur unfathom unfavor unforget unforgiv uninject un-
name unobtain unpaint unproc unprofit unrecover unremark unseason un-
shak unshake unsink unspeak unst unsurmount untell unten unwork ven verit
workt
’s.NULL.ic.s 3 186 From known stem and suffix atom diplomat pianist
ed.es.ing.or 1 178 Known stems to suffixes operat
e.ed.es.in.ing 1 178 From known stem and suffix smil
e.ed.ers.es.ing.ive 1 178 From known stem and suffix vot
e.i.a.ian 1 178 From known stem and suffix georg
al.en.er 1 178 Check sigs riv
NULL.e.e.r.ers.field.iest.ing.s.y 1 177 From known stem and suffix corn
NULL.in 9 177 Check sigs atta built cept edw excels hev marv tan terra
NULL.ed.ing.ion.ive.men.ors.s 1 176 From known stem and suffix select
c.t.ing.ction.ive.ts 1 176 SF1 obje
NULL.ance.ant.ants.ed.ing.s 1 175 Check sigs assist
e.ed.es.ial.ier.ing 1 175 From known stem and suffix financ
e.ism.istic.ities.ity 1 175 Known stems to suffixes opportun
NULL.ance.ed.ing.ion.s 1 174 From known stem and suffix accord
ting.ation 18 174 Check sigs comp lic consoli d contam in cor rel deline devast
enerv exagger exasper expi frustr infuri invigor negoti penetr rehabilit repudi
segreg
‘s.NULL.less.ship 1 173 From known stem and suffix leader
NULL.d.s.ty 1 173 From known stem and suffix die
NULL.ity.led.ly.s 1 173 From known stem and suffix equal
NULL.le 12 173 SF1 ade catt chuck gab glenda musica nob orvil pueri
scuff wrest
e.ers.es 3 173 Check sigs drov revenu submarin
‘s.NULL.es.id 1 172 SF1 negro
NULL.ant 4 172 Check sigs page peas sec serge
NULL.ality.ally 3 172 Check sigs direction margin monument
e.es.ing.ment 1 172 From known stem and suffix judg
d.sion.sive 2 172 From known stem and suffix expan exten
‘s.NULL.e 7 171 SF1 anne arlen clark dunn jenni sloan stratford
‘s.NULL.ing.room.s.y 1 171 From known stem and suffix stock
‘s.NULL.ton 3 171 SF1 charles hough warren
NULL.e.land.ly.s 1 171 From known stem and suffix main
NULL.ding.e.er.ers.es.ge.ing 1 171 From known stem and suffix rid
able.ative.e.ed.es.ing 1 171 From known stem and suffix compar
’s.NULL.ship 3 170 Known stems to suffixes owner professor speaker
’s.NULL.ed.ers.ious.s 1 170 From known stem and suffix labor
NULL.ed.ing.ion.ional.ions.ive 1 170 Check suffix construct
NULL.al.alities.ally.e.er.es.ic.ics.s.y 1 170 Known stems to suffixes ton
age.e.ed.ers.es 1 170 From known stem and suffix carri
’s.NULL.k.man.men.s 1 169 From known stem and suffix gun
’s.NULL.dom.e.ed.es.ing.k.light.r.s 1 169 From known stem and suffix star
e.es.ic 5 169 From known stem and suffix athlet atmospher meteorit micrometeorit parasit
e.ed.es.ing.ment 2 169 From known stem and suffix argu lodg
al.e.ic.ist 1 169 Known stems to suffixes centr
able.e.eable.ed.es 1 169 Check suffix siz
’s.NULL.ed.ing.s.y 3 168 SF1 foam frost snow
’s.NULL.ce.ry.s 1 168 From known stem and suffix hen
NULL.en.er.est.ie.ly.ness 1 168 From known stem and suffix quick
p.pment 1 168 Check suffix equi
’s.NULL.ed.ers.ing.y 1 167 From known stem and suffix mann
NULL.ed.es.ing.ive 1 167 From known stem and suffix mass
NULL.ing.man.manship.men.s 1 167 From known stem and suffix chair
NULL.ier.less.s.y 1 167 From known stem and suffix hair
NULL.ally.ation.ity.s 1 167 From known stem and suffix specific
’s.NULL.like 2 166 SF1 knife lady
NULL.ed.ers.s 4 166 From known stem and suffix palm petition redhead widen
NULL.de.e.ed.es.ial.ing.le.ter.th 1 166 From known stem and suffix fil
NULL.ants.ed.ing.ion.or.s 1 166 From known stem and suffix react
e.ed.en.es 2 166 Check suffix li ow
al.e.ed.es.ing.ition 1 166 From known stem and suffix propos
NULL.ability.able.ably.e.ed.es.or.s 1 165 Known stems to suffixes suit
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anc.e.ant 12 165 Check sigs abund brilli clairvoy cogniz complais exuber fragr insignif petul relev reluct repugn
NULL.e.es.ing 3 164 From known stem and suffix nos slid slop
NULL.ic.ique.s 1 164 From known stem and suffix democrat
e.ed.er.es.ing.on 1 164 Known stems to suffixes wag
NULL.ed.en.ing.man.s 1 163 From known stem and suffix pull
NULL.ce.like.s 1 163 From known stem and suffix tree
ak.ates.e.ed.er.es.ing.land.n.on 1 163 From known stem and suffix bor
NULL.e.ist.ized.ly 1 162 From known stem and suffix international
id.in.le.nnce.r.shed.sis.y 1 162 Known stems to suffixes sta
NULL.s.time 2 161 SF1 dinner meal
NULL.ity.s 5 161 SF1 acid criminal fluid infidel superior
e.ed.eries.ery.es 1 161 Check sigs chanc
ance.ant.ants 2 161 Known stems to suffixes conson signific
‘s.NULL.est.ies.ing.less.ly.ness.s.way.y 1 160 From known stem and suffix fair
NULL.ed.es.ing.ion.ive 1 160 From known stem and suffix progress
NULL.ce.r.s.ta.ty 1 160 From known stem and suffix pie
en.er 3 160 Check sigs bord heath sev
‘s.NULL.ed.ers.ing.o.s.us 1 159 From known stem and suffix camp
NULL.ed.en.er.et.ville.y 1 159 From known stem and suffix gre
NULL.es.ton.ual.y 1 159 From known stem and suffix sex
NULL.e.ed.es.ier.ing 1 159 From known stem and suffix cloth
NULL.able.ably.e.ed.er.ing.s 1 159 Known stems to suffixes favor
NULL.a.es.e.s.less.s 1 159 From known stem and suffix chin
NULL.an.in 1 158 Known stems to suffixes sat
NULL.acy.al.ary.ate.e.ed.ers.es.ing.ly 1 158 From known stem and suffix prim
NULL.men.s 1 158 From known stem and suffix working
ic.ied.ies.y 1 158 From known stem and suffix specif
NULL.en.ily.s.wise.y 1 157 SF1 length
NULL.ism.ist.ists.ized.ly 1 157 From known stem and suffix industrial
NULL.ant.ed.ers.ers.ing.ly.ness.s 1 157 From known stem and suffix cool
ance.ant 1 157 From known stem and suffix dist
null.ery 4 156 From known stem and suffix cheap furious mild vast
null.dom.ly.s 1 156 From known stem and suffix official
null.an.or 1 156 Known stems to suffixes lab
null.al.d.field.ish.k.s.ter 1 156 From known stem and suffix ban
null.field.ing.s.time 1 156 From known stem and suffix spring
ence.ental.ents.ual.ue 1 156 Check sigs contin
e.d.en.es.ing 1 156 From known stem and suffix prov
ful 13 156 Singleton adios-*trust bane bash beauti plenti skil sloth unfaith un-grate unlaw unmind unsuccess wist
null.d.ern.s 1 155 From known stem and suffix mai
null.ia.ian.ians.ium 1 155 Known stems to suffixes ind
null.ical.ism.ists.ize.ized.s 1 155 From known stem and suffix symbol
age.e.d.er.es.ing.or 1 155 From known stem and suffix sav
sion 27 155 From known stem and suffix circumci collu concus decompres di-men disper disten expul infu intermis malocclu manumis obses occa omis om-mis oppres paleoexplo perfu prolu propul protru regres retrovi revul subdivi uncircumci
’s.null.ate.ed.s 1 154 SF1 doctor
’s.null.ed.ers.s 1 154 From known stem and suffix commission
null.ed.es.in.ing 1 154 From known stem and suffix march
null.on 10 154 Check sigs coco drag glenn graft hilt jas lond mac ups wheat
es.ie 2 154 Check sigs charl coll
’s.null.ant.ed.ers.ing.ment.o.s 1 153 From known stem and suffix command
’s.null.ed.ers.ing 1 153 From known stem and suffix heat
null.ed.ers.es.ful.ing.s 1 153 From known stem and suffix gain
e.ive 1 153 From known stem and suffix purpos
e.ible.ibly.ive 1 153 From known stem and suffix respons
’s.null.e.est.field.ing.ish.land.ly.ness.s.ville 1 152 From known stem and suf-fix green
’s.null.ers.ing.man.men.s 1 152 From known stem and suffix boat
Known stems to suffixes recognize

's.NULL.y 5 134 SF1 hoag joe pohl stowe
NULL.ed.er.in.ing.less.like.s.y 1 134 From known stem and suffix dream
NULL.e.ed.ers.es.et.ham.ing.s 1 134 From known stem and suffix burn
NULL.ers 9 134 SF1 casework dag eastern hind jeep lineback midwestern overnight pittsburgh
e.es.ical 4 134 Known stems to suffixes bibl epicycl hypocrit theatr
a.al.ible.ibly.ieryl.itory.or.y 1 134 From known stem and suffix terr
's.NULL.o 2 133 Known stems to suffixes alfred rome
's.NULL.book.ful.s 1 133 From known stem and suffix song
NULL.ed.ing.s.ter 1 133 SF1 laugh
NULL.es.ing 5 133 SF1 caucus index itch relish undergo
NULL.e.ed.ful.less.s 1 133 From known stem and suffix pain
NULL.al.ist.s 2 133 From known stem and suffix classic ethic
ed.ion.ive.or.ure 1 133 Known stems to suffixes legislat
's.NULL.ed.ful.ing.ly.piece.s.y 1 132 SF1 master
's.NULL.en.ies.le.s.y 1 132 From known stem and suffix lad
NULL.ed.er.ing.s.y 2 132 From known stem and suffix jump twist
NULL.ed.er.es.ing.ion.ive 1 132 From known stem and suffix impress
NULL.able.ably.e.er.ers.es.et.o.s.tious 1 132 From known stem and suffix cap
NULL.al.e.le.on.s 1 132 From known stem and suffix coup
e.ed.es.ing.ion.ional.ions 1 132 Check sigs constitut
e.ed.er.ers.es.ing.y 1 132 Known stems to suffixes wav
ty 29 132 Singleton admiral almigh crotche delahan doa docher dream-*lus feal
gawdamigh gaye geragh hanover-*mis heel-*bet hef improprie jaun lai maggo mc*caffer merleau-*pon moriar plover ricke satie sobrie torrid-*migh traves
's.NULL.er.est.ly 1 131 From known stem and suffix poor
NULL.es.less.y 1 131 From known stem and suffix glass
NULL.d.de.es.ly.shire.son.y 1 131 From known stem and suffix wil
NULL.able.ably.d.s 1 131 Known stems to suffixes notice
NULL.age.er.in.ing.s.up 1 131 From known stem and suffix break
From known stem and suffix literacy

From known stem and suffix staff

From known stem and suffix bark fly retail

From known stem and suffix constant

From known stems to suffixes honor

From known stems to suffixes eking

From known stem and suffix honor

From known stem and suffix liberation

From known stem and suffix traveler

From known stem and suffix base

From known stem and suffix communication

From known stem and suffix crystallization degradation demythologization deprivation modernization polarization reorganization starvation

From known stem and suffix culture

From known stem and suffix pitch preaching

From known stem and suffix particular

From known stem and suffix safe

From known stems to suffixes bridge

From known stem and suffix manner

From known stem and suffix murder

From known stem and suffix Russian

From known stem and suffix civilization

From known stems to suffixes stylish

From known stem and suffix couple handling

From known stem and suffix righteous

From known stem and suffix citizenship

From known stem and suffix adverb proverb resident tangent
eедактирование

From known stem and suffix Edward escape
From known stem and suffix push
From known stem and suffix honest modest weird
From known stem and suffix solid
From known stem and suffix trip
From known stem and suffix sleep
SF1 blank cabin cigar trump
From known stem and suffix wear
Known stems to suffixes fam
Check signs intens
Check signs contradic desir inser reconstruc
SF1 divis
From known stem and suffix bomb
From known stem and suffix cloud fault
From known stem and suffix distinct
From known stem and suffix director
From known stems to suffixes team
From known stem and suffix lord
From known stem and suffix speed
From known stem and suffix scop sham strip
From known stem and suffix tee
dominic dug elizabeth epicure gratt hawaii sunt tex tibet
From known stem and suffix affect
From known stem and suffix fix
From known stem and suffix fit
From known stem and suffix examin
From known stems to suffixes anarch biolog patholog physiolog
st. stern 5 114 Check sigs midwe northea northwe southea southwe
From known stem and suffix throw
From known stem and suffix mot
From known stem and suffix domin
ive 15 113 Check sigs aggres defen effu expen impul inci inconclu inexpen offen overaggres perva retrogres unaggres unobtru unrespon
NULL.e.ed.s 4 112 From known stem and suffix horn lung rein weed
NULL.er.est.ie.ly.ness.s 1 112 From known stem and suffix frank
NULL.ing.ist.s 1 112 From known stem and suffix motor
NULL.in.s 5 112 SF1 album bullet chop kan lark
NULL.land 8 112 SF1 cope dixie ire kirk newfound switzer thai wave
NULL.able.en.ers.ing.on.s 1 112 From known stem and suffix eat
NULL.ence.ent.o 1 111 Known stems to suffixes pati
’s.NULL.e.ed.ers.ing.s 1 110 From known stem and suffix campaign
’s.NULL.ia.ian.ians.ies.ious.y 1 110 From known stem and suffix victor
’s.NULL.ist.ized.s.ties.ty 1 110 Check sigs novel
NULL.ed.ly.s 2 110 From known stem and suffix disorder initial
NULL.r.ry 1 110 From known stem and suffix facto
NULL.ability.ed.ibility.ing.ion.ly 1 110 From known stem and suffix perfect
NULL.age.er.s 1 110 From known stem and suffix yard
NULL.ed.es.ing.s 2 109 From known stem and suffix coat fresco
NULL.er.in.ing.ly.ness 1 109 From known stem and suffix dry
NULL.aries.ary.ator.ed.ing.s 1 109 Check sigs comment
’s.a.an.e.ed.es.ic.ism.ist.s 1 108 From known stem and suffix cub
NULL.ant.ations.ed.ing.s 1 108 From known stem and suffix protest
NULL.man.men.stand 1 108 Known stems to suffixes news
NULL.en.er.est 1 107 From known stem and suffix fast
NULL.a.atic 1 107 From known stem and suffix dram
al.um 5 107 SF1 bienni botulin minim myocardi sacrifici
an.e.es.et.ing 1 107 From known stem and suffix pag
ied 2 107 From known stem and suffix appl parr
ity.ous 7 107 SF1 anonym credul enorm frivol spontane unambigu unanim
’s.NULL.on.town 1 106 SF1 james
NULL.ed.eri.ian.ies.ing.s.up 1 106 From known stem and suffix lock
NULL.ties.ty 2 106 Check sigs dei nine
ent.ental.ents 3 106 Check sigs accid monum segm
e.ed.ement.ers.es.ing 1 106 Check sigs arrang
’s.NULL.es.ic.o.s 1 105 From known stem and suffix angel
’s.NULL.e.ed.ie.ing.s 1 105 From known stem and suffix cook
NULL.ed.ing.ist.s 2 105 From known stem and suffix alarm tour
NULL.ed.ers.ham.ing.less.s.up.y 1 105 From known stem and suffix wind
NULL.ed.es.ing.less 1 105 From known stem and suffix match
NULL.er.ry 1 105 From known stem and suffix hung
e.ed.es.ing.n 1 105 Known stems to suffixes scor
e.ely.est.ism.ists.ity.port 1 105 Check sigs pur
ical 49 105 SF1 antihistor antithet archeolog atyp axiolog biochem cylindr diabil ecclesiast ecolog ellipt epidemiolog etymolog familist geopolit grammat histochem hypothet ilog inim jurid lackadais liberal-^rad liturg med-^chem naut nonmag nonmus nonmytholog nonpolit ontolog paleocort pharm pharmaceut phenomenolog photochem physiochem psychopharmaolog quizz seismolog semiempr semitrop serolog supercrit uncrit unmethod unphys verid
’s.NULL.es.ic.ically.in.ine.ism 1 104 From known stem and suffix hero
NULL.en.ie.ing.s 1 104 From known stem and suffix beat
NULL.ism.istic.ists.less.s 1 104 From known stem and suffix expression
NULL.able.ed.ing.ion.ive.or 1 104 From known stem and suffix detect
NULL.a.ed.er.ers.ing 1 104 From known stem and suffix fell
e.eable.ed.ers.es.ing.k 1 104 Check sigs trac
es.ia.ie.y 1 104 Known stems to suffixes jul
ate.ated.ates.ating.ation.ator 2 104 Known stems to suffixes coordin transl
te.ated.ates.ating.ation.ic 1 104 SF1 concentr
ia.id.k.y 1 104 Known stems to suffixes luc
NULL.ed.es.ing.light 1 103 From known stem and suffix search
NULL.ion.ly 4 103 SF1 abject circumspect indirect intent
able.ably.ate.ated.ates.ating.ation 1 103 Known stems to suffixes demonstr
age.e.ed.ies.ing.y 1 103 From known stem and suffix assembl
iaan.ies.y 2 103 Known stems to suffixes burgund librar
NULL.ed.ers.ia.ing.s 1 102 From known stem and suffix garden
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able.e.ed.es.ing 2 94 From known stem and suffix attribut debat
are.e.ed.ing.y 1 94 From known stem and suffix edg
NULL.ed.er.ing.ly.ness.s 1 93 From known stem and suffix narrow
NULL.s.son.ton 1 93 From known stem and suffix lip
NULL.age.ed.es.ing.y 1 93 From known stem and suffix mess
NULL.als.e.er.ers.it.ite.s.ting.ty 1 93 Check sigs pet
NULL.e.ed.ers.ing.less.s.y 1 92 From known stem and suffix shift
NULL.e.ly.ness.s 1 92 SF1 willing
NULL.less.ly 1 92 From known stem and suffix shape
NULL.ance.ant.ed.ing.ive.or.s 1 92 From known stem and suffix resist
NULL.ville 10 92 SF1 belle bien collins gaines kelsey knox margaret raymond simmons squares
ed.es.ing.ion.or 1 92 From known stem and suffix generat
e.ed.ers.es.ing.ion 1 92 From known stem and suffix promot
ant.e.ed.ers.es.ing.it 1 92 Known stems to suffixes pursu
able.ar.ction.ctional.ctions.day.ed.ght.st 1 92 Check sigs fri
NULL.ed.ment 7 91 SF1 allot apportion comport encamp impair readjust replenish
NULL.r.ting 1 91 From known stem and suffix cove
NULL.ance.ed.ing.s.y 1 91 SF1 deliver
NULL.ance.ant.ants.s 1 91 Known stems to suffixes attend
NULL.age.s 3 91 From known stem and suffix acre gallon parson
NULL.al.ality.alized.ally.s 1 91 Check sigs convention
e.ed.in.ing 1 91 From known stem and suffix locat
ically.i.que 1 91 From known stem and suffix scientif
NULL.est.ly.ness.s 1 90 From known stem and suffix bitter
NULL.er.ier 1 90 Known stems to suffixes sold
NULL.able.age.al.ant.ers.ia.land.ly.o.s 1 90 From known stem and suffix port
NULL.an.inal.s 1 90 From known stem and suffix germ
NULL.ations.e.ed.ers.ing.s.ual.y 1 90 From known stem and suffix grad
NULL.head.land.ly.ness.s.ter.us 1 90 From known stem and suffix flat
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ation.atory 4 90 Check sigs classific explan inflamm respir ic.ically.ics.ies.y 1 90 Known stems to suffixes academ ’s.NULL.al.ce 1 89 Known stems to suffixes roy NULL.ed.ing.s.time 1 89 SF1 winter NULL.ed.ity.ly.s 1 89 SF1 uniform NULL.ed.ers.ers.let.ing.ion.men.ers.ers.et.ing.s 2 89 From known stem and suffix pack NULL.al.ing.s 2 89 SF1 dimension orbit NULL.ary.ly.ers.ers.ing.s 1 89 From known stem and suffix box NULL.s.ty 4 88 From known stem and suffix grit knot scan sovereign NULL.ary.ers.ers.ing.s 2 88 SF1 budget compliment e.ely.ers.ers.ing.s 1 88 From known stem and suffix day NULL.ary.ers.ers.ing.s 1 87 From known stem and suffix suffer NULL.ity.ly.ers.ers.ing.s 1 87 From known stem and suffix familiar NULL.ian.o.s 1 87 From known stem and suffix politic
ation.ed 15 87 SF1 accredit depersonaliz disorganiz generaliz incant institutionaliz inton localiz mechaniz overexploit perturb radiosteriliz reorient styliz transmut
ant.e.ed.ence.ent.ing 1 87 From known stem and suffix confid
ibility.ible.ibly 1 87 Known stems to suffixes impress
less 3 86 Singleton neverthe nonethe penni
NULL.est.field.ly.s.tive 1 86 From known stem and suffix plain
NULL.ly.s.ship 1 86 Known stems to suffixes scholar
NULL.able.ed.ers.ing.s 1 86 From known stem and suffix print
NULL.a.e.ers.es.ing.ular.ules 1 86 From known stem and suffix tub
e.ed.es.ine.ings 1 86 Known stems to suffixes rout
alate 3 86 Singleton initi reciproc vertebr
‘s.NULL.ed.ers.ing.s 1 85 From known stem and suffix truck
‘s.NULL.d.rs 1 85 From known stem and suffix league
‘s.NULL.man 2 85 SF1 china huff
NULL.ed.ic.ical.ies.ing.y 1 85 From known stem and suffix iron
NULL.ed.ers.ing.ist.room.s 1 85 From known stem and suffix chart
NULL.es.less 1 85 SF1 speech
NULL.er.est.ish.ly.ness.s 1 85 From known stem and suffix sweet
NULL.ty 4 85 SF1 beau disloyal gus suzerain
NULL.man.s.ter 1 85 Known stems to suffixes chap
ed.ing.ion.or 4 85 From known stem and suffix constrict equat incept insulat
ance.ant.e.ed.es.ing 1 85 Known stems to suffixes ignor
ted.ing.ion 12 85 Check sigs calibra detona dissemina emanu humilia incuba
indoctrina infiltra inflec redecora resurrec suffoca
ian.ics.o.y 1 85 From known stem and suffix ital
r.te 1 85 Known stems to suffixes regula
‘s.NULL.al.um 1 84 From known stem and suffix maxim
ous.ty 1 84 Known stems to suffixes capaci
NULL.e.ed.ine.ined.ing.o.s 1 84 From known stem and suffix comb
NULL.s.ter 3 84 Known stems to suffixes slit spat sum
NULL.nce.nt.s 1 84 From known stem and suffix decade
NULL.a.ate.er.ing.s 1 84 From known stem and suffix inn
e.ies.in.y 1 84 From known stem and suffix bab
ate.ated.ates.ation 3 84 Known stems to suffixes elaborate extrapol sophisticated
ak.ate.do.ed.on.st 1 84 Check signs create
NULL.ly.r 1 83 From known stem and suffix rare
NULL.ation.s 2 83 SF1 argument lament
NULL.al.ed.ing.less.s 1 83 SF1 motion
iety.ious 3 83 Check signs anxious impromptu
day 1 83 SF1 yesterday
’s.NULL.ists.ized.s 1 82 From known stem and suffix revolution
NULL.ed.ion.ly ness 1 82 SF1 correct
NULL.ed.es.ing.like.work.y 1 82 From known stem and suffix brush
NULL.ism.ly.s 1 82 From known stem and suffix commercial
NULL.n.nce.y 1 82 From known stem and suffix fancy
NULL.al.ing.less.s 1 82 SF1 tension
NULL.ge.ger.in 1 82 SF1 villa
cne.ry.tes 1 82 From known stem and suffix ordinary
’s.NULL.e.ly.man 1 81 From known stem and suffix gross
NULL.ed.ing.s.some 2 81 Known stems to suffixes bother quarrel
NULL.ed.er.ing.man.s 1 81 From known stem and suffix mail
NULL.er.in.ing 1 81 From known stem and suffix shoot
NULL.er.ics.s 1 81 From known stem and suffix mast
NULL.d.ed.ing.n.s 1 81 From known stem and suffix crow
NULL.le.s 3 81 From known stem and suffix bug map stab
NULL.n.t.s 1 81 From known stem and suffix tale
NULL.man.men.ness.r 1 81 From known stem and suffix gentle
e.ed.es.ing.ited.ition.itory.ure 1 81 Check signs exposures
al.ate.ated.ation.ism.ized.osity 1 81 Known stems to suffixes animate
ccting.ction.itive.ment 1 81 SF1 instruct
’s.NULL.an.light.like.s 1 80 From known stem and suffix moon
’s.NULL.ed.ial.ing.s 1 80 From known stem and suffix minister
From known stem and suffix exhibit
From known stem and suffix eject interrupt recess recollect suppress trill
From known stem and suffix possess
From known stem and suffix anton valle
From known stem and suffix che
From known stem and suffix aroma dogma phone
From known stem and suffix den
From known stem and suffix sport
From known stems to suffixes gai
From known stem and suffix pale sore
From known stem and suffix affection passion
e.ical.ological.ologist.ology 1 80 Check sigs psych
From known stem and suffix suff
ation.ational.ations.e.ing 1 80 Check sigs invit
From known stem and suffix particip
From known stem and suffix formul
From known stem and suffix phon
able.e.ed.es 2 79 Known stems to suffixes disput excus
From known stem and suffix clar
ied.ier.iness.y 1 79 Check sigs empt
From known stems to suffixes dill plato shann
From known stem and suffix beach
e.ed.es.ily.y 1 78 From known stem and suffix ston
e.ies.ist.or.y 1 78 From known stem and suffix jur
al.ion 1 78 Check sigs reg
ance.ant.ants.ating.ation.ce.ous 1 78 Known stems to suffixes devi
t.ted.ing.tion 5 78 Check sigs depic distrac inflic injec subtrac
’s.NULL.e.ent.eron 1 77 From known stem and suffix pat
’s.NULL.c.k.s 1 77 From known stem and suffix fran
NULL.ed.ing.ish.ition.s.stand 1 77 From known stem and suffix band
NULL.ers.ship 1 77 Known stems to suffixes troop
NULL.inals.s 1 77 From known stem and suffix card
NULL.ary.ation.ed.s 2 77 From known stem and suffix document fragment
ed.er.on 1 77 Check sigs upp
ic.ically.on 1 77 Known stems to suffixes automat
ution.ve 1 77 Known stems to suffixes resol
’s.NULL.ed.ing.ion.s 1 76 From known stem and suffix convict
ous.pice.sion 1 76 Known stems to suffixes preci
NULL.ed.ing.s.ting 2 76 From known stem and suffix sigh weigh
NULL.ed.y 8 76 SF1 armor bluster butcher chalk fuzz pepper starch thirst
NULL.ism.istic.ists.s 1 76 From known stem and suffix impression
NULL.al.alized.ally.e.ed.s 1 76 Check sigs intern
a.es.ic 1 76 From known stem and suffix atlant
’s.NULL.e.ful.s 1 75 From known stem and suffix soul
NULL.ed.ful.ing.s 1 75 SF1 delight
NULL.es.ive 1 75 SF1 excess
NULL.e.ed.en.es 1 75 Check sigs ti
NULL.ers.ers.et.s 1 75 From known stem and suffix quart
NULL.d.es.ing.n.s.way 1 75 From known stem and suffix ski
NULL.ded.ding.es.s.ular.ules 1 75 From known stem and suffix nod
NULL.ion.s 5 75 SF1 champ defect derelict petit transcript
NULL.ing.proof.s 1 75 Known stems to suffixes weather
NULL.ian 9 75 SF1 babylon brahms brazil corinth egypt gauss hess hopkins
shylock
NULL ate.ator.d.ed.ie.ie.ing.iou.s.ly.ry.y 1 75 From known stem and suffix cur
al.ism.istic.o.um 1 75 From known stem and suffix optim
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able.ably.ate.ated.ates.ating.ation.ative 1 75 Known stems to suffixes appreciable.tive.tized 1 75 Known stems to suffixes sensitive
’s.NULL.e.ed.ers.s.y 1 74 From known stem and suffix steel
’s.NULL.head 1 74 Known stems to suffixes wine
NULL.ed.ier.ily.s.y 1 74 From known stem and suffix luck
NULL.ese.ism.ist.ists.s 1 74 From known stem and suffix journal
NULL.ering.n.s.up 1 74 From known stem and suffix blow
NULL.ers.es.ing.up.y 1 74 From known stem and suffix catch
NULL.ically.ism.ist.s 1 74 From known stem and suffix organ
NULL.ied.ier.ily.iness.y 1 74 From known stem and suffix stead
NULL.ce.ful.ous.s 1 74 From known stem and suffix joy
e.ed.eries.ing.y 1 74 From known stem and suffix inquire
NULL.ed.erest.ish.ly.ess 1 73 From known stem and suffix rough
NULL.d.le.n.rr.st 1 73 From known stem and suffix beat
NULL.aries.s.y 1 73 From known stem and suffix doll
ers.ing 11 73 SF1 bricklay churchgo homebuild housebreak lawmak plunk revel seafar swimm vouch whopp
ant.ed.en.ing 1 73 From known stem and suffix warrant
ability.able.e.ed.ement.ers.es.ing.or 1 73 Check sigs advice
’s.NULL.ar.e.es.ious 1 72 From known stem and suffix vice
NULL.ed.ering.on.s.y 1 72 From known stem and suffix salt
NULL.ed.ers.ing 6 72 From known stem and suffix blink brew honeymoon prowl suck torment
NULL.ian.ology 1 72 Known stems to suffixes paris
NULL.al.ality.all.ly.ate.s 1 72 From known stem and suffix proportion
ence.ental.ents 1 72 Check sigs incidence
able.e 2 72 SF1 disreput recognize
a.e.ists.ities.ity 1 72 Check sigs extrem
’s.NULL.an.ar.s 1 71 From known stem and suffix uncle
’s.NULL.ed.ing.s.ship 1 71 Known stems to suffixes sponsor
’s.NULL.e.ed.ers.es.ing 1 71 From known stem and suffix pip
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NULL.aries.ary 1 64 Check sigs diction
NULL.or.s 3 64 From known stem and suffix clam tract trait
ed.ence.ent.es.ing 2 64 Known stems to suffixes emerg reminisc
e.es.ia.ing 1 64 From known stem and suffix angl
ations.e.ed.es.ing 1 64 From known stem and suffix declin
able.ably.als.ation.e.ed.er.ers.es.ing 1 64 Known stems to suffixes admir
iest.ily.y 2 64 From known stem and suffix angr merr
ical.ists 1 64 Known stems to suffixes chem
ial.y 3 64 SF1 matrimon mercur testimon
’s.NULL.e.light.way 1 63 Known stems to suffixes sky
’s.NULL.ish.s 2 63 From known stem and suffix colt devil
NULL.ed.ing.ion.ive.ly.ors.s 1 63 From known stem and suffix abstract
NULL.ed.es.ing.light.y 1 63 From known stem and suffix flash
NULL.ed.es.ing.sed 1 63 From known stem and suffix focus
NULL.ed.ing.s 1 63 From known stem and suffix earn
NULL.er.ish.ly.ness.room 1 63 From known stem and suffix sick
NULL.ism.ities 2 63 Known stems to suffixes dual formal
NULL.ian.in.s 1 63 From known stem and suffix mart
NULL.ness.s.ty 1 63 From known stem and suffix wit
NULL.ance.ed.er.ing 1 63 From known stem and suffix disturb
NULL.ful.i.on.ess.s 1 63 SF1 fruit
NULL.ful.ting 1 63 Known stems to suffixes forget
e.ed.er.ery.es.ing 1 63 Check sigs bak
e.ies.ment.n.sion.y 1 63 From known stem and suffix tor
ant.ate.ated.ation 1 63 From known stem and suffix vac
ably.e.ed.es.ing.ption 1 63 Known stems to suffixes presum
a.al.on 1 63 Loose fit phenomen
de.ded.ding.it.sion.sive 1 63 From known stem and suffix explo
NULL.ed.ing.s 1 62 From known stem and suffix respond
NULL.e.es.ish.s 1 62 From known stem and suffix pop
NULL.e.ed.er.es.ing.s.son.ting 1 62 From known stem and suffix mat
NULL.e.ed.es.s 1 62 From known stem and suffix tap
NULL.ial.ies.ists.ized.us.y 1 62 From known stem and suffix colon
NULL.ary.ate.ated.ates.ating.ation.or.s.ing 1 62 Check sigs rot
ent.k.o 1 62 Known stems to suffixes sil
al.e.es.est.ish 1 62 Check sigs mod
a.al.us 1 62 Known stems to suffixes vit
ar.es.ing.ish.o 1 62 From known stem and suffix pol
lsory.te.ted.ter.tes.ing 1 61 Known stems to suffixes compu
NULL.ed.ing.ment.or.s 1 61 From known stem and suffix invest
NULL.e.ed.es.id.ier.ing.ists.port 1 61 From known stem and suffix rap
NULL.ers.ing.land.s 1 61 SF1 vacation
NULL.an.ia.s 1 61 From known stem and suffix suburb
NULL.age.ed.ers.ing.n 1 61 From known stem and suffix sew
NULL.ation.atory.ed.ers.ing.ism.s 1 61 From known stem and suffix reform
NULL.a.al.ance.ding.man.n.s.ion.sive 1 61 From known stem and suffix pen
NULL.man.manship.men 1 61 Known stems to suffixes sports
ed.ers.ing 7 61 Known stems to suffixes bleach despoil hijack scann sipp topp
worshipp
ed.ies.ing.ious.y 1 61 From known stem and suffix injur
e.ed.ence.ent.es.ing 1 61 From known stem and suffix preced
ically.ics 2 61 Check sigs anesthet characterist
NULL.ed.ers.es.land.y 1 60 From known stem and suffix grass
NULL.d.s 4 60 SF1 grin molar stake weir
NULL.ly.ness.st 2 60 SF1 fierce vague
NULL.ability.able.ably.ed.ing.ion.ive.ors.s 1 60 Known stems to suffixes predict
NULL.ation.ed.ers.ing.s 1 60 From known stem and suffix transform
ed.en.ing 1 60 From known stem and suffix doz
ej.ion.ive 1 60 Known stems to suffixes negat
es.te 2 60 Check sigs boi spi
et.te 1 60 Check sigs minu
ian.ie.ies.y 1 60 From known stem and suffix comed
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ian.le.ly.ry 1 60 Check sigs gent
ial.ies 3 60 From known stem and suffix arter secretar territor
’s.NULL.ish.y 1 59 From known stem and suffix scott
NULL.ed.ing.ish 1 59 Known stems to suffixes yellow
NULL.ed.ly.ness 3 59 SF1 callous grim tender
NULL.er.ly.s.on.stand 1 59 Known stems to suffixes grand
NULL.d.ed 1 59 From known stem and suffix woo
e.ed.es.ing.on 1 59 Known stems to suffixes paus
al.on 3 59 Check sigs lexic neutr skelet
able.ate.ated.ating.ation 1 59 From known stem and suffix calcul
ing.ment.mental.ments.s 1 59 Check sigs environ
’s.NULL.us 1 58 Known stems to suffixes joseph
le.tion 1 58 Check sigs unc
NULL.ed.ers.y 2 58 From known stem and suffix cream mist
NULL.e.ties.ty 1 58 Check sigs royal
NULL.ion.ional.ions 1 58 Check sigs transit
e.ity.ize.ized 1 58 Known stems to suffixes mobil
ic.ies.y 3 58 Known stems to suffixes allerg orthograph symphon
ians.ies.y 1 58 From known stem and suffix traged
’s.NULL.age.e.ess.s 1 57 From known stem and suffix host
’s.NULL.ique 1 57 Known stems to suffixes martin
NULL.er.est.ness.s 1 57 From known stem and suffix tough
NULL.ism.ist.ists.ity 1 57 From known stem and suffix neutral
NULL.ly.r.s.st 1 57 From known stem and suffix grave
NULL.led.meter.metric.ry 1 57 From known stem and suffix dia
NULL.als.er.ing.man.s.y 1 57 From known stem and suffix sand
NULL.ct.s 1 57 From known stem and suffix extra
er.ic 2 57 Known stems to suffixes plast pornograph
able.ed.es 1 57 From known stem and suffix identifi
’s.NULL.ble.le 1 56 From known stem and suffix via
NULL.ed.er.et.ie.ing 1 56 From known stem and suffix till
null.ed.en.es.work 1 56 From known stem and suffix patch
null.ed.s.some 1 56 Known stems to suffixes burden
null.es.on.s.ing 1 56 From known stem and suffix bat
null.e.es.ic.s.ing 1 56 From known stem and suffix pan
null.er.ly.ness.s 2 56 From known stem and suffix fond stiff
null.like.o.s.tic.us 1 56 From known stem and suffix arc
null.ation.ed.ing.it 1 56 Known stems to suffixes damn
null.ate.ers.es 1 56 From known stem and suffix est
null.a.es.ies.man.s.y 1 56 From known stem and suffix bell
ate.ated.ating.ator 2 56 Check sigs acceler agit
al.e.ed.ition 1 56 From known stem and suffix dispos
’s.null.ed.mann.son 1 55 From known stem and suffix peter
’s.null.r.th 1 55 From known stem and suffix shea
’s.null.istic.s.ship 1 55 Known stems to suffixes medium
’s.null.piece 1 55 SF1 mantle
null.er.ham.on 1 55 Known stems to suffixes walt
null.ist.ly.s 1 55 SF1 editorial
null.ing.le.s 1 55 From known stem and suffix tear
null.ition.s 1 55 From known stem and suffix coal
null.iest.y 2 55 SF1 sill wealth
null.able.ants.s.ual 1 55 From known stem and suffix habit
null.ate.ated.ating.ator.s 1 55 SF1 fabric
null.al.alism.ally.als 1 55 Check sigs radic
null.time 2 55 SF1 christmas noon
ation.-ational.ations.ing 1 55 Check sigs civiliz
ating.e.ed.ent.es.ing 1 55 From known stem and suffix solv
al.ating.ation 3 55 From known stem and suffix inaugur nomin perpetu
ied.ies.iment.ist.y 1 55 Check sigs accompan
ism.ist 7 55 Check sigs anti-*commun arian bapt egot fasc positiv surreal
null.able.ed.ing.s.y 1 54 SF1 recover
null.al.alism.ally.als 1 54 Check sigs profession
null.t.ted.ting.tion.tive.ts 1 54 Check sigs asser
ed.ers.in.ing 2 54 From known stem and suffix shipp wrapp
ate.ation.e.es 1 54 From known stem and suffix motiv
’s.NULL.e.ie.y 1 53 From known stem and suffix jess
NULL.ed.ing.ism.ists.s 1 53 From known stem and suffix defeat
NULL.ent.ible.ibly.o.y 1 53 From known stem and suffix tang
NULL.istic.ly.s 1 53 From known stem and suffix universal
NULL.ic.ically 3 53 Check sigs algebra monolith realist
NULL.n.n.tnts.s 1 53 From known stem and suffix regime
NULL.al.ian 1 53 From known stem and suffix magic
e.ied.y 1 53 From known stem and suffix multipl
ate.e.es 1 53 Known stems to suffixes fortun
ation.ative.atory.e.es.ing 1 53 From known stem and suffix conserv
al.e.ed 2 53 From known stem and suffix retriev sacr
ism.ist.o 1 53 Known stems to suffixes pian
’s.NULL.a.e.es.ish.k.s.te.ville 1 52 From known stem and suffix dan
’s.NULL.est.ly.ness 1 52 SF1 swift
’s.NULL.hand.man.s 1 52 From known stem and suffix cow
NULL.ed.er.ing 4 52 From known stem and suffix oust plumb trapp tuck
NULL.er.ers.es.o 1 52 Known stems to suffixes ranch
NULL.er.ers.ine 1 52 From known stem and suffix ref
NULL.ians 6 52 SF1 diagnostic grammar oregon ozagen rhetoric venus
NULL.ie.ly.s 1 52 From known stem and suffix pink
NULL.ance.ed.ing.ly 1 52 SF1 utter
NULL.a.an.s 1 52 From known stem and suffix crime
NULL.alist.alists 1 52 Check sigs congregation
NULL.cious.de.in.n.sm.te 1 52 From known stem and suffix spa
e.ed.ing.ption 1 52 Known stems to suffixes resum
er.est.le 1 52 Check sigs temp
er.ers.ing 2 52 From known stem and suffix travell winn
ation.e.ed.er.ing 2 52 From known stem and suffix compil condens
null.ed.ing.ion.ive.or 1 51 From known stem and suffix invent
null.ed.ers.ing.y 1 51 From known stem and suffix sweat
null.et.ies.ish.s.y 1 51 From known stem and suffix bull
null.ies.ious.led.or.s.tive.y 1 51 From known stem and suffix fur
null.lily.s.y 1 51 From known stem and suffix mood
null.light.s 2 51 Known stems to suffixes candle lamp
null.ate.ated.ates.ation.s.us 1 51 Check sigs alien
null.full.land.s 1 51 From known stem and suffix waste
ed.ie.ing.ins.y 1 51 From known stem and suffix bobb
e.ed.ie.ious 1 51 Known stems to suffixes grac
ate.e.ed.es.ing.s 1 51 From known stem and suffix pil
al.d.e.es.ing.us 1 51 From known stem and suffix chor
able.ably.ies.y 2 51 Known stems to suffixes charit miser
ically.ists.y 1 51 Known stems to suffixes strateg
’s.null.al.ship 1 50 From known stem and suffix mayor
’s.null.ish.less 1 50 From known stem and suffix self
null.ed.ing.ment.or 1 50 Known stems to suffixes assess
null.ed.ing.ism.s 1 50 From known stem and suffix parallel
null.e.ed.n.on.s 1 50 From known stem and suffix dam
null.d.land 1 50 From known stem and suffix ice
null.d.ty 1 50 From known stem and suffix boun
null.able.ed.er.ing.or.s 1 50 From known stem and suffix interpret
null.ation.ed.ing.man.s 1 50 From known stem and suffix alter
null.a.ism.ized.o 1 50 From known stem and suffix urban
null.al.ated.ation.s 1 50 Check sigs fraction
null.al.ation.ed.ing 1 50 From known stem and suffix orient
ation.e.ing.ities.ity 1 48 Check sigs divin
ing.n 1 48 Known stems to suffixes unknow
ibility.ible 7 48 Check sigs elig incompat incorrupt indivis irrespons permiss suscept
ry.tion 1 48 Check sigs emo
’s.NULL.s.ton 1 47 From known stem and suffix prince
’s.NULL.ed.et.head.ing.le.man.s.y 1 47 From known stem and suffix buck
’s.NULL.er.ike.s 1 47 From known stem and suffix cat
NULL.est.ly.ures 1 47 Known stems to suffixes strict
NULL.s.ure 2 47 Known stems to suffixes epic portrait
NULL.ing.s.ting 2 47 From known stem and suffix dot flee
NULL.ies.s.y 1 47 From known stem and suffix inventor
e.es.in.e.ined 1 47 From known stem and suffix discipl
e.ed.es.ing.k.ta 1 47 Known stems to suffixes spar
e.en.id.ity.y 1 47 From known stem and suffix grav
ation 11 47 Singleton deform exult hospitaliz hydroxyl idealiz lun paneliz pre-occup sanit urbaniz visualiz
ant.ied.ies.y 1 47 Check sigs impl
’s.NULL.er.ing 2 46 From known stem and suffix golf muck
’s.NULL.en.s 1 46 From known stem and suffix maid
NULL.ed.es.ing.ion.ional.ions.or 1 46 Check sigs confess
NULL.ed.en.less.s 1 46 From known stem and suffix beard
NULL.ent.er.es.et.ist.n 1 46 From known stem and suffix ass
NULL.ent.id.sh.te 1 46 From known stem and suffix flu
NULL.in.ing.s.y 1 46 Known stems to suffixes swing
NULL.ative.ing.s 1 46 From known stem and suffix tent
NULL.a.ation.ic.um 1 46 From known stem and suffix sept
NULL.acy.ate.e.ly 1 46 From known stem and suffix candid
e.ed.ement.ing.on 1 46 Check sigs amaz
ated.ation.ator 2 46 Check sigs perpetr refriger
al.ian.s 1 46 Loose fit mathematic
ant.ation 5 46 Check sigs aberr immigr jubil litig stagn
ak.al.ed.er.in.ve 1 46 From known stem and suffix ste
ied.ier 3 46 From known stem and suffix amplif fanc intensif
ic.ical.ics 4 46 Check sigs acoust logist metaphys polem
c.e.d.ies.s.y 1 46 From known stem and suffix pon
’s.NULL.s.ure.ures 1 45 SF1 architect
NULL.ed.ing.or 2 45 SF1 conquer counsel
NULL.ed.ibility.ible 1 45 From known stem and suffix flex
NULL.e.ing 1 45 From known stem and suffix hid
NULL.ish.ities.ity 1 45 Check sigs van
NULL.ak.ed.es.in.ing.ings 1 45 From known stem and suffix kiss
NULL.c.en.le.n.on.ve 1 45 From known stem and suffix chi
NULL.book.ed.es.ing 1 45 From known stem and suffix sketch
ent.s.sion 1 45 Known stems to suffixes repres
ey.eness.es.ity 1 45 Check sigs objectiv
ant.ate.ating.ation.atory.us 1 45 Known stems to suffixes stimul
ance.ed 1 45 Known stems to suffixes admitt
able.ably.ant 1 45 Known stems to suffixes invari
able.ate.ated.ation 2 45 Known stems to suffixes alloc duplic
a.e.es.ing 1 45 From known stem and suffix schem
a.ist 2 45 SF1 mahayan propagand
’s.NULL.e.s 1 44 From known stem and suffix dean
’s.NULL.ian.s.ville 1 44 SF1 jackson
’s.NULL.in.ly.ness 1 44 From known stem and suffix curt
NULL.ed.ers 2 44 From known stem and suffix gait suspend
NULL.e.ed.es.ing.s 1 44 From known stem and suffix rag
NULL.e.ia.ice.ta 1 44 From known stem and suffix mal
NULL.ance.ation.ational.ations.ed.ist.ity.s 1 44 Check sigs conform
NULL.ants.ed.es.ing.ion.ors 1 44 From known stem and suffix depress
e 1 44 SF1 beardsle goitr hostil hov hyalin instigat lacerat legum mediocr ob-
scen recondit senes toffe volatil
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ed.ment 7 44 SF1 abridg assort dismember maladjust parch reapportion unemploy
e.ed.ement.er.es.ing 1 44 Check sigs puzzl
e.ed.ers.ing 5 44 Known stems to suffixes baffl besieg smuggl straggl subscrib
ated.ation.e.ed.ingly 1 44 Check sigs oblig
al.or 1 44 Check sigs ment
ant.ation.y 1 44 Known stems to suffixes ocup
an.ie 2 44 Check sigs sus sylv
arr.ation.ation.atory 1 44 From known stem and suffix circul
id.idal.ids 2 44 Check sigs pyram thyro
ness 30 44 Singleton acquisitive allusive chummi cloddish courtli covetous discursive disorderli expressiv eyewit florican*-inver giddi godli har kindli manli neighborli obtrusive orderli queasi robust ruddi saintli seth supple tactless timeli unselfconscious untrustworthi weightless
NULL.ed.ing.men.s 1 43 From known stem and suffix repair
NULL.es.et.s 1 43 From known stem and suffix barn
NULL.e.ing.s 1 43 From known stem and suffix beam
NULL.ent.ions.s 1 43 From known stem and suffix pot
NULL.ism.ly 1 43 SF1 regional
NULL.ally.ism.ize.k.s 1 43 From known stem and suffix romantic
e.ed.ily.ing.y 1 43 From known stem and suffix craz
e.ers.es.ing 2 43 From known stem and suffix gambl romanc
es.ic 3 43 SF1 aesthet diabet phonem
ation.ed.ies.y 1 43 From known stem and suffix destin
al.e.ed.es.ibility.ible.ing 1 43 From known stem and suffix revers
a.e.ian.id.ier.o 1 43 From known stem and suffix viv
in.inal.ins.o 1 43 Known stems to suffixes marg
sis.tic 6 43 SF1 Anastomo narco necro proteoly sclero synthe
ble.de.ded.ding.meter.metric.y 1 43 From known stem and suffix para
’s.NULL.es.ing.man.men.work 1 42 From known stem and suffix coach
’s.NULL.en.robe.room.s 1 42 From known stem and suffix ward
osity.ous 4 42 Check sigs lumin monstr scrupul visc
NULL.ed.ful.ing 1 42 SF1 worship
NULL.est.ly.ness 1 42 From known stem and suffix neat
NULL.ist.ty 1 42 Known stems to suffixes loyal
NULL.r.s.ts 1 42 Known stems to suffixes tea
NULL.able.ment 2 42 From known stem and suffix enforce repay
NULL.ants.ed.s 1 42 SF1 contest
NULL.head.ing.s.way 1 42 From known stem and suffix rail
ed.ering.y 2 42 Known stems to suffixes chopp snapp
null.e.ical.ist.y 1 42 Known stems to suffixes cycl
er.le 3 42 Check sigs eag mey sab
et.man.s.son 1 42 From known stem and suffix harri
al.e.osity.ous 1 42 From known stem and suffix virtu
ants.ate.ated.ating.ation 1 42 Check sigs celebr
iest.ily.iness.y 1 42 Known stems to suffixes unhapp
ing.s 9 42 SF1 crossroad forebear geyser mislead resound scissor teem tinker zeis
in.ing.le.man.on 1 42 Known stems to suffixes ly
ic.ically.us 1 42 Known stems to suffixes hypothalam
ia.ies.io.us.y 1 42 From known stem and suffix glor
’s.NULL.ic 3 41 SF1 islam milton napoleon
NULL.ed.ers.ing.s.y 1 41 From known stem and suffix draft
NULL.ed.en.ing.s.uted.ution 1 41 Check sigs poll
NULL.sh.st.way 1 41 From known stem and suffix thru
NULL.ia 8 41 SF1 bah cecil fuchs niger rhodes sylvan virgil yugoslav
able.ation.e.ed 1 41 From known stem and suffix reput
ic.ically.ies.io.us.y 1 41 From known stem and suffix melod
ic.ier.ies.ism.ist.istic.y 1 41 From known stem and suffix pacif
ia.ies.ist.tic.y 1 41 From known stem and suffix fantas
id.ies.le.or.y 1 41 From known stem and suffix cand
’s.NULL.ory 1 40 Known stems to suffixes greg
NULL.ed.er.in.ing 1 40 From known stem and suffix yell
known stems to suffixes undertak
ation.e.ed.er.es.ing 2 Known stems to suffixes commut improvisation.ence.ent 1 Known stems to suffixes magnific.al.e.ities.us 1 SF1 festiv.al.ism.s 3 SF1 cynic fanatic skeptic.ant.ar.ation.ies.y 1 From known stem and suffix registr.a.al.e.um 1 From known stem and suffix spectric.ied.ies.ish.y 1 From known stem and suffix relˈs.NULL.ed.ing.light.s 1 From known stem and suffix floodˈs.NULL.in.s 1 From known stem and suffix cabˈs.NULL.less 1 From known stem and suffix ruthNULL.ed.ing.s.ts 1 Known stems to suffixes restrainNULL.ed.ing.ly 2 SF1 lavish soberNULL.ed.ish 2 SF1 fever flourNULL.ed.le.s.y 2 From known stem and suffix bead sparkNULL.est.ly 2 SF1 shrewd stupidNULL.e.es.k.que.s 1 From known stem and suffix mosNULL.d.ge.s 2 From known stem and suffix bin budNULL.an.ics 1 From known stem and suffix logNULL.ation.atory.ed.ing.s 1 Check sigs condemnNULL.a.d.in.s 1 From known stem and suffix lened.ion.ive.or 1 From known stem and suffix narrate.e.es.y 1 Known stems to suffixes notabl.ation.e.es.o 1 Known stems to suffixes salvied.ity.o.y 1 From known stem and suffix harrical.ists.y 4 Known stems to suffixes archaeolog botan cosmolog philological.ies.ist.y 1 Known stems to suffixes ideologˈs.NULL.a.al.es 1 From known stem and suffix marshˈs.NULL.ic.ry.s 1 SF1 masonˈs.NULL.ists 1 SF1 gortonle.ssion 1 SF1 Known stems to suffixes emi
From known stem and suffix blackmail broil gush harden wield

From known stem and suffix telegraph

Known stems to suffixes harm

resent

profound

Check sigs divers

From known stem and suffix def

Check sigs municipal

From known stem and suffix brave

From known stem and suffix verb

Known stems to suffixes curs

bohem danub shakespear

From known stem and suffix aer

Check sigs dramat ecumen gynecolog neurolog

Known stems to suffixes percept

Known stems to suffixes aut

man.ry 1 37 Check sigs sher

From known stem and suffix batter

le.or 1 36 Check sigs seni

From known stem and suffix absent

From known stem and suffix scratch

From known stem and suffix faint

From known stem and suffix boot

From known stem and suffix daunt hammer heed recoil

From known stem and suffix shin

From known stem and suffix thrust

From known stem and suffix tail

From known stem and suffix lunch

From known stem and suffix adapt
NULL.an.ed.ers.es.ie.ing.man.s 1 36 From known stem and suffix bow
NULL.a.e.ic.iique.on.s 1 36 From known stem and suffix ant
e.ely.est.ity 1 36 Check sigs sincer
er.ically 1 36 From known stem and suffix trag
acy.ate.ious 1 36 Known stems to suffixes delic
able.e.ed.es.es.ing 1 36 From known stem and suffix analyz
ible.ibly 7 36 Check sigs impercept indel inexpress invis irresist irrevers ostens
d.ded.ding.sion.sive 1 36 From known stem and suffix comprehen
’s.NULL.es.land.s.ster.way 1 35 Known stems to suffixes gang
’s.NULL.e.o.s 1 35 From known stem and suffix hal
NULL.ed.ion.ions.ious 1 35 Known stems to suffixes infect
NULL.ed.er.ing.led.or.s 1 35 From known stem and suffix nest
NULL.es.ing.ment 1 35 From known stem and suffix accomplish
NULL.ists.ure.ures 1 35 From known stem and suffix advent
NULL.ly.some 1 35 Known stems to suffixes lone
NULL.t.ts.tting 1 35 Check sigs je
e.es.ical.ules 1 35 Known stems to suffixes spher
ed.es.es.ing.ion 1 35 From known stem and suffix diffus
ed.ed.ish.s 1 35 Known stems to suffixes slav
al.ity 1 35 Check sigs etern
an.ian 1 35 Check sigs metropolit
ical.ics.ton 1 35 Known stems to suffixes clin
ible.ibly.id.or 1 35 Known stems to suffixes horr
’s.NULL.ed.y 1 34 From known stem and suffix beef
’s.NULL.e.ed.es.in.s 1 34 From known stem and suffix rob
’s.NULL.ic.ists 1 34 From known stem and suffix homer
NULL.ed.ing.s.wise.work 1 34 Known stems to suffixes clock
NULL.ed.ier.ing.s.y 1 34 From known stem and suffix chill
NULL.ed.er.ing.ment.s 1 34 From known stem and suffix recruit
NULL.ed.er.ible.ing.ion.s 1 34 From known stem and suffix corrupt
NULL.ed.er.hood.s 1 34 From known stem and suffix widow
NULL.ed.man 1 34 From known stem and suffix counter
NULL.able.ed.es.ing.ment 1 34 From known stem and suffix punish
NULL.ation.ed.ing 3 34 SF1 exalt ferment retard
NULL.ates.es.s 1 34 From known stem and suffix carbon
NULL.a.est 1 34 From known stem and suffix inc
NULL.ally.ate.ated.ation.ator.ity 1 34 From known stem and suffix authentic
e.e.ing.ion.ory 1 34 From known stem and suffix discriminat
e.ily.iness.y 1 34 From known stem and suffix uneas
ate.ated.ating.ation.e.ed.es 1 34 Known stems to suffixes illumin
ate.ated.ates.ating.ation.ology.us 1 34 Check sigs termin
ation.e.es 2 34 Known stems to suffixes connot oxid
al.ate.ated.ates.ating.ation 1 34 Check sigs conjug
an.us 3 34 SF1 confuci copernic theodosi
ability.able 4 34 Check sigs inscrut invulner unreli vulner
a.acy.al.ate.ated.ations 1 34 From known stem and suffix intim
ger.ted.tion 1 34 From known stem and suffix colla
’s.NULL.ess.ized.s 1 33 From known stem and suffix lion
’s.NULL.ed.ia.y 1 33 From known stem and suffix fogg
’s.NULL.e.ed.es.in.ing.ities.ity 1 33 Check sigs cav
NULL.ed.er.ily.ing.ship 1 33 From known stem and suffix steam
NULL.es.ibility.ible.ions 1 33 Known stems to suffixes access
NULL.est.ly.ty 1 33 SF1 cruel
NULL.er.ers.ied.ies.in.ity.y 1 33 From known stem and suffix lev
NULL.er.ily.ness 2 33 From known stem and suffix brisk harsh
NULL.eous.s.y 1 33 From known stem and suffix pit
NULL.ding.s 3 33 From known stem and suffix forbid shed thud
NULL.id.s 1 33 From known stem and suffix rig
NULL.able.s.ship.way 1 33 From known stem and suffix companion
NULL.al.alilty.ally.ar 1 33 Known stems to suffixes mort
ed.in.ing.up 1 33 Known stems to suffixes stirr
e.ed.es.ic.ing 2 33 From known stem and suffix telescop tun
e.ed.es.ess 1 33 Known stems to suffixes needl
e.ical 3 33 SF1 hemispher nonsens prototyp
er.ies.y 1 33 From known stem and suffix velocit
est.ie.st 1 33 Check sigs ern
al.ism 2 33 SF1 empiric sceptic
able.ance.ant.ate.ated.ating.ation 1 33 Known stems to suffixes toler
ability.able.ably.ance.ct 1 33 Known stems to suffixes reli
ability.e.ed.ers.ing 1 33 From known stem and suffix restor
ous.s 4 32 SF1 gase impetu portent rigor
NULL.ed.ing.man’s.s 1 32 From known stem and suffix plow
NULL.ed.field.ing.s 1 32 From known stem and suffix bloom
NULL.es.ing.s.ter 1 32 Known stems to suffixes hay
NULL.er.ered.et.s 1 32 From known stem and suffix buff
NULL.d.ment.r 1 32 SF1 procure
NULL.ly.rly.s 1 32 From known stem and suffix savage
NULL.able.al.ed.ing.s 1 32 From known stem and suffix renew
NULL.ary.ers.etic.s 1 32 From known stem and suffix diet
NULL.man.r.s.st 1 32 From known stem and suffix noble
ed.ers 1 32 From known stem and suffix dri
ed.ers 4 32 Check sigs jagg picnick skyjack stripp
ed.ing.tion 1 32 Check sigs conven
e.ed.es.ible.ibly.ing.tion.tive 1 32 From known stem and suffix reproduc
e.ed.ers.es 3 32 Check sigs brib glid rop
ey.eness.es 1 32 Check sigs absolut
able.ed 9 32 SF1 unachiev uncontro llundetect unenvi unexplain unjustifi unrecogniz unsupport unwarrant
a.an.e 1 32 Known stems to suffixes louisian
ies.ist.y 1 32 Known stems to suffixes therap
NULL.ed.erest.le.ly 1 31 From known stem and suffix steep
NULL.es.s.sed 1 31 Known stems to suffixes canvas
NULL.r.ties.ty 1 31 Check sigs subtle
NULL.able.d.ment.s 2 31 SF1 disagree reimburse
NULL.ance.ed.ing.or.s 1 31 From known stem and suffix convey
NULL.ant.ed.et.ing.ium.on.s.up 1 31 From known stem and suffix gall
NULL.ant.ing.ted 1 31 SF1 combat
NULL.age.e.ed.es 1 31 From known stem and suffix dos
NULL.ation.ed.er.ing.s 1 31 From known stem and suffix tempt
NULL.book.e.ed.es.ing.s 1 31 From known stem and suffix scrap
e.es.ic.ism 1 31 From known stem and suffix anti-*semit
e.ed.es.ive 1 31 From known stem and suffix abus
e.ed.en.ing 2 31 From known stem and suffix crave shav
e.ed.ing.ish.s 1 31 From known stem and suffix moor
er.ies. 4 31 Check sigs fli gabl hoov intrud
er.ered 1 31 SF1 diff
t.ation 5 31 Check sigs dissec exemp extinc infarc transac
ies.ized.y 1 31 From known stem and suffix deput
ica.ies.y 3 31 Known stems to suffixes bibliograph mineralog mytholog
ible.ibly.unity 1 31 Check sigs incre
ction.ctional.ctions 1 31 Check sigs jurisdi
’s.NULL.ed.es.man 1 30 From known stem and suffix boss
’s.NULL.ie.s 1 30 From known stem and suffix aunt
NULL.ed.ing.ion.ive.on.s 1 30 From known stem and suffix prohibit
NULL.ed.ing.ous 2 30 SF1 ponder thunder
NULL.ed.ing.on.s 1 30 From known stem and suffix hint
NULL.ed.ible.ing.ion.ive.s 1 30 From known stem and suffix exhaust
NULL.ed.ists.s 1 30 SF1 essay
NULL.ed.ment.s 2 30 SF1 endow enlist
NULL.ed.le.s.ster.y 1 30 From known stem and suffix trick
NULL.ance.ed 2 30 SF1 acquaint perch
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From known stem and suffix triumph
From known stem and suffix dismiss
From known stem and suffix robb
From known stem and suffix whisk
Known stems to suffixes fus
Known stems to suffixes pois
Known stems to suffixes brav
Known stems to suffixes deduc
From known stem and suffix tapp
From known stem and suffix publish
From known stem and suffix stafford warwick worcester
From known stem and suffix terror
From known stem and suffix gloom greed
Known stems to suffixes tire
From known stem and suffix exploit
From known stem and suffix bet
From known stem and suffix stern
From known stem and suffix confeder
From known stem and suffix ventur
From known stem and suffix regiment
NULL.le.ly 2 27 From known stem and suffix amp crumb
NULL.ation.ed.ing.ly 1 27 SF1 manifest
NULL.ary 2 27 SF1 discretion monet
NULL.head.man 1 27 From known stem and suffix fore
NULL.k.s 1 27 From known stem and suffix bun
NULL.ger.o.s 1 27 From known stem and suffix gin
ent.es 1 27 Check sigs inher
ed.et.ing.le 1 27 From known stem and suffix whipp
e.es.th 1 27 Known stems to suffixes til
ate.es 1 27 Check sigs clim
ating.ation.e 2 27 Check sigs iodin vaccin
ic.o 2 27 Known stems to suffixes dynam volcan
's.NULL.e.son 1 26 From known stem and suffix dick
NULL.s.sm 1 26 Known stems to suffixes nazi
NULL.ism.istic 2 26 Check sigs feudal isolation
NULL.able.ed 2 26 SF1 ascertain expend
NULL.a.est.ic.y 1 26 From known stem and suffix att
NULL.a.ament.ance.ate.ed.s 1 26 Check sigs temper
NULL.on.ton 1 26 From known stem and suffix sax
NULL.on.ry 1 26 From known stem and suffix surge
NULL.ute.ution.utor 1 26 Check sigs exec
NULL.ger.i.um.s 1 26 From known stem and suffix pod
ent.ting.tion.tious 1 26 From known stem and suffix expedi
e.es.ure 1 26 Known stems to suffixes disclos
e.es.k 1 26 Known stems to suffixes slic
e.es.ers.es 2 26 Check sigs crat ledg
ate.ated.ates.ating.ation.ative 1 26 Check sigs contempl
ation.ed.ing 5 26 SF1 cancell itemiz perspir steriliz systematiz
ies.ous.ue.y 1 26 SF1 analog
ies.istic.ists.ize.y 1 26 From known stem and suffix monopol
ied.i.ers.y 1 26 Check sigs modif
s.sion 2 26 Check sigs compas ero
ge.son 1 26 Known stems to suffixes emer
’s.NULL.ge.ic 1 25 From known stem and suffix volta
led.sed.sion 1 25 From known stem and suffix revi
ological.ologist.ology 2 25 Check sigs anthrop ge
o.osity 1 25 Known stems to suffixes curi
NULL.ed.ies.ing.y 1 25 From known stem and suffix budd
NULL.ed.ic.s 1 25 From known stem and suffix graph
NULL.e.ed.en.field.s 1 25 From known stem and suffix brook
NULL.e.ed.ful.ing.y 1 25 From known stem and suffix cheer
NULL.ing.ion 1 25 From known stem and suffix intersect
NULL.ar.s 1 25 From known stem and suffix pill
NULL.port 2 25 SF1 cambridge newbury
ed.or.ure.ures 1 25 SF1 sculpt
e.ed.es.ing.sis 1 25 Known stems to suffixes chas
e.ed.es.ible.ing 1 25 From known stem and suffix collaps
e.ed.en.er.ing 1 25 From known stem and suffix carv
er.or.ors.y 1 25 SF1 propriet
date.ated.ating.ation.ative.ator 1 25 Known stems to suffixes specul
al.e.ed.es.ing.y 1 25 Known stems to suffixes disapprov
ar.ed.ing 1 25 From known stem and suffix begg
ian.y 3 25 SF1 hungar sicil veterinar
’s.NULL.ge 1 24 Known stems to suffixes ada
’s.NULL.age.hood 1 24 Known stems to suffixes parent
’s.NULL.ed.es.ing 1 24 From known stem and suffix buzz
’s.NULL.e.ery.s 1 24 Check sigs baptist
’s.NULL.e.er.et.ie.or 1 24 From known stem and suffix bonn
NULL.ed.ic.ing.proof.y 1 24 From known stem and suffix rust
NULL.ed.hood.s 1 24 Known stems to suffixes saint
NULL.en.ment.s 1 24 From known stem and suffix pig
NULL.d.s.y 1 24 From known stem and suffix sue
ities.ity.ized.ly 1 24 From known stem and suffix brutal
tities.ity.ized.ly 1 24 From known stem and suffix brutal
null.n.nt.te 1 24 From known stem and suffix shu
null.able.d 1 24 Known stems to suffixes amen
null.age.ess.s 1 24 From known stem and suffix patron
ed.ition 6 24 SF1 indispos juxtapos predispos redefin superpos transpos
e.ed.ers.ing.y 1 24 Known stems to suffixes idl
e.ism.ist.ity 1 24 From known stem and suffix nud
ated.ation.ator 1 24 From known stem and suffix collabor
tation.ts 1 24 Known stems to suffixes adult
al.e.ed.ing 1 24 From known stem and suffix reviv
ance.es 1 24 Known stems to suffixes applible.cious.city.nt.nts 1 24 From known stem and suffix tena
’s.NULL.s.tes 1 23 Known stems to suffixes rocket
’s.NULL.ed.led.ry.s 1 23 From known stem and suffix rival
’s.NULL.r 1 23 From known stem and suffix martyr
NULL.ed.ing.proof.s 1 23 SF1 shatter
NULL.ers.ing 3 23 SF1 canvass misunderstand plunder
NULL.ia.ile.on.ta 1 23 From known stem and suffix del
NULL.ian.land.s 1 23 From known stem and suffix scot
NULL.ic.ics.ism.s 1 23 From known stem and suffix alcohol
NULL.like.r.s 1 23 From known stem and suffix grove
NULL.able.ed.ion 1 23 SF1 distort
NULL.ation.ed 4 23 SF1 flirt implant infest reconsider
NULL.a.ed 1 23 From known stem and suffix bunch
NULL.a.ian 1 23 From known stem and suffix florid
NULL.al.ed.ing.s 1 23 From known stem and suffix betray
NULL. ton.y 1 23 From known stem and suffix folks
NULL.field.s 1 23 From known stem and suffix ridge
NULL.head.s 1 23 SF1 fountain
ed.st 2 23 Check sigs ble bre
e.es.ic.ically 1 23 From known stem and suffix catastroph
e.ed.y 1 23 Known stems to suffixes humbl
e.er.ers.ing 2 23 Known stems to suffixes quak undertwit
et.te.tion 1 23 From known stem and suffix discre
al.ent 2 23 Check sigs benefici cem
ance.or 2 23 Check sigs capacit parl
age.ed 3 23 Check sigs bagg cleav lugg
ing.or 2 23 Check sigs raz vend
ic.ological.ology 1 23 From known stem and suffix chron
ties 4 23 SF1 importun possibl probabl procliv
nt.tion.tive 1 23 From known stem and suffix consulta
’s.NULL.ic.ism 1 22 Known stems to suffixes byron
’s.NULL.it.ists.1 22 SF1 stalin
NULL.ed.ing.ish.s 1 22 From known stem and suffix bang
NULL.ed.er.ly.ess.s 1 22 From known stem and suffix blunt
NULL.ed.en.ing.y 1 22 From known stem and suffix wax
NULL.e.ed.er.s.ted 1 22 Known stems to suffixes slat
NULL.ent 2 22 Check sigs leni superintend
NULL.ism.ist.ists.ized 1 22 From known stem and suffix secular
NULL.ized.ties.ty 1 22 Check sigs penal
NULL.ic.ism.ist.ists.ly.s 1 22 From known stem and suffix vocal
NULL.ive.s.ual 1 22 SF1 instinct
NULL.ly.te 1 22 From known stem and suffix naive
NULL.ants.ation.ed.ing 1 22 From known stem and suffix inhabit
NULL.ation.atory.ed.ing.ry.s 1 22 Known stems to suffixes revel
NULL.a.ian.ies.ly.y 1 22 From known stem and suffix lil
NULL.al.ing.n 1 22 SF1 withdraw
NULL.town.y 1 22 From known stem and suffix brass
NULL.ment.s.ton 1 22 From known stem and suffix hut
ed.est 1 22 Known stems to suffixes fitt
ed.ement.ing 1 22 Check sigs pronounc
ed.ing.on.y 1 22 Known stems to suffixes cann
ed.ing.ion.ious 1 22 Known stems to suffixes rebell
ed.ing.y 3 22 Known stems to suffixes fann sapp skidd
e.ed.es.y 1 22 Known stems to suffixes greas
e.ed.ement.ese.ing 1 22 Check sigs pav
e.ed.ence.ent.ing 1 22 Known stems to suffixes indulg
e.ed.ers.in.ing 1 22 From known stem and suffix rustl
e.ia.ian.ist 1 22 From known stem and suffix pers
er.est.on 1 22 Check sigs eld
es.some 1 22 Known stems to suffixes worri
ations.e.ed.ing.ory 1 22 From known stem and suffix alleg
ating.ation.de 1 22 Known stems to suffixes isol
al.ed 5 22 SF1 acquitt betroth rebutt sculptur uncondition
al.ians 1 22 SF1 theoretic
ant.ation.ities 1 22 Known stems to suffixes indign
ance.ant.ate.ating.ation 1 22 From known stem and suffix hesit
ance.city.ed.ment 1 22 From known stem and suffix compli
age.ed.ing 1 22 From known stem and suffix wast
te.tive ty 1 22 Known stems to suffixes infini
sis.zed 2 22 SF1 dialy hydroly
d.e.ed.ement.ing 1 22 Check sigs enlarg
NULL.ed.ers.ins.s 1 21 From known stem and suffix hawk
NULL.ed.ers.s 1 21 From known stem and suffix coop
NULL.ed.led.ous.s 1 21 SF1 marvel
NULL.e.est.ing.ly 1 21 From known stem and suffix keen
NULL.er.ing.s.y 1 21 From known stem and suffix creep
NULL.en.eres.man 1 21 From known stem and suffix ash
NULL.en.es.land.s 1 21 From known stem and suffix oak
NULL.ship.y 1 21 From known stem and suffix proprietor
NULL.ing.ion.s 1 21 From known stem and suffix interact
NULL.ial.ship 1 21 Known stems to suffixes dictator
NULL.room.s 1 21 From known stem and suffix squad
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Known stems to suffixes tact
NULL.hood.s 1 20 SF1 peasant
ed.es.ing.ure 1 20 From known stem and suffix enclose
ed.er.ers.ic.y 1 20 From known stem and suffix choreograph
ed.et.ing 1 20 From known stem and suffix bask
e.es.ic.ical.ist 1 20 From known stem and suffix satire
ers.ic.y 2 20 SF1 crystallograph geograph
er.ies.ude.y 1 20 SF1 simplicitate.ates.ation 3 20 Known stems to suffixes certify stipulate substantiate.ate.or 1 20 Check sigs phosphoration.ing 5 20 SF1 centralize decentralize inhale mobilize optimize.al.alized.ally.ated.ates.ation 1 20 Check sigs impersonal.ary.ous 1 20 Known stems to suffixes judiciary
able.ably.y 1 20 Known stems to suffixes equity
ian.ist 1 20 Check sigs physical
c.te.ed.ing 1 20 From known stem and suffix construct
n.sion.sive 1 20 From known stem and suffix cohesive
’s.NULL.er.ing.ons 1 19 Known stems to suffixes hammer
’s.NULL.et.us 1 19 Known stems to suffixes quintessence
’s.NULL.ine.s 1 19 SF1 elephant
NULL.ed.ing.s.ual 1 19 Known stems to suffixes accent
NULL.ed.ing.s.ty 1 19 From known stem and suffix dump
NULL.ed.ing.s.ton 1 19 From known stem and suffix yank
NULL.ed.id.ing.ly.s 1 19 From known stem and suffix limp
NULL.ed.er.ial.on.s 1 19 From known stem and suffix cord
NULL.ed.er.et.ham 1 19 Known stems to suffixes wicket
NULL.ed.et.ing.way 1 19 From known stem and suffix hatch
NULL.es.o 1 19 Known stems to suffixes bass
NULL.e.ed 3 19 From known stem and suffix chaperon plum stamped
NULL.e.ed.ish.s.y 1 19 From known stem and suffix lump
NULL.e.ed.work 1 19 From known stem and suffix grill
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null.er.in.ing.s.th 1 19 From known stem and suffix steal
null.er.son 1 19 From known stem and suffix keel
null.en.ful 1 19 SF1 fright
null.ent.s 1 19 From known stem and suffix rep
null.s.sis.tic 1 19 From known stem and suffix gene
null.s.ster 1 19 Known stems to suffixes hip
null.de.s.ting 1 19 From known stem and suffix marina
null.ica.l.s 2 19 SF1 metaphor puritan
null.iu.m.s 1 19 From known stem and suffix auditor
null.ly.ure 1 19 Known stems to suffixes overt
null.able.ed.ment 1 19 SF1 detach
null.able.ibility.ible 1 19 From known stem and suffix deduct
null.an.ed 1 19 From known stem and suffix sheer
null.ation.ed.s 2 19 SF1 ornament reaffirm
null.a.e.en.s.way 1 19 From known stem and suffix gal
null.a.iu.m.s 1 19 From known stem and suffix sod
null.al.ate.s 1 19 From known stem and suffix elector
null.ary.ists 1 19 SF1 evolution
null.ption.s 1 19 From known stem and suffix gum
en.er.ing.ins 1 19 From known stem and suffix null
en.es.ish 1 19 Check sigs swed
e.es.ing.ition 1 19 Known stems to suffixes decompos
e.ed.es.ing.ure 1 19 Known stems to suffixes leas
e.ed.er.es 1 19 Check sigs glov
e.ed.ical.ing 1 19 From known stem and suffix surg
e.er.ial 1 19 Known stems to suffixes artific
ation.e 6 19 SF1 amortiz democratiz homogeniz reexam titr vocaliz
atic.e.ed.ic.iu.m 1 19 From known stem and suffix chrom
able.e.ed.es.ing.tic 1 19 Known stems to suffixes diagnos
age.ly 1 19 Check sigs bever
ist.y 4 19 SF1 artiller cacophon herpetolog zoolog
ily.iness.y 4 19 Known stems to suffixes dizz haught husk tard
’s.ers.son 1 18 From known stem and suffix berg
ous.y 5 18 SF1 chivalr endogam exogam infam monogam
NULL.ed.ers.ing.s.y 1 18 From known stem and suffix sneak
NULL.ed.et.ing.s 1 18 From known stem and suffix rack
NULL.es.ism.ist.ists 1 18 From known stem and suffix imperial
NULL.ess.man 1 18 SF1 dutch
NULL.e.ed.ing 2 18 From known stem and suffix starr teas
NULL.e.st 1 18 From known stem and suffix amid
NULL.e.ist.s 1 18 From known stem and suffix cult
NULL.iou.s.s 1 18 From known stem and suffix spur
NULL.ish 5 18 Check sigs fiend heathen puppy wasp yellr
NULL.ai.ian.ians.ic.les.y 1 18 From known stem and suffix arab
NULL.able.ed.ible.ment 1 18 From known stem and suffix discern
NULL.ation.ed.ial.s 1 18 SF1 impart
NULL.ton.ville 1 18 From known stem and suffix evans
NULL.ing 3 18 SF1 diver offset unfit
en.ent.or 1 18 Check sigs ard
e.ed.ing.ion.ors 1 18 Known stems to suffixes manipulat
e.ed.ie.iness.y 1 18 Known stems to suffixes lous
e.ely.est 1 18 Check sigs crud
e.ity.ized 1 18 Known stems to suffixes fertil
e.ian.ium 1 18 Known stems to suffixes belg
e.ous.y 1 18 From known stem and suffix monoton
es.ing 6 18 Known stems to suffixes beetl crackl restat squabbl symboliz wrestl
ations.ies.y 1 18 From known stem and suffix ministr
al.ation.e 1 18 From known stem and suffix voc
al.e.ed.iness.ings.y 1 18 From known stem and suffix tid
ic.ist 1 18 Check sigs orthodont
sh.tion 1 18 SF1 aboli
’s.NULL.ies.s.y 1 17 SF1 grocer
known stems to suffixes

- hook
- bust
- crest
- dun
- rak
- moll
- gland
- wool
- quo
- mel
- rubber
- liver
- pardon tint
- foresee
- chronic
- shower
- shan
- fluoresc
- patt
- dabbl programm
- rever
- hustl rov
- blaz
- dilut
- deliber
- coagul excruci incrimin ingrati knife/co oilhe ratiocin recuper scintill supplic titill
- ating
- ation.e.ed.ing
- puls
- discontinu
- luci
- interest
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ated.i um 1 15 SF1 equilib
al.e.ed.ers.ing 1 15 From known stem and suffix apprais
ance.en.ence.ie 1 15 Check sigs laur
an.ies.y 1 15 From known stem and suffix org
able.ed.er.ing 1 15 From known stem and suffix transmitt
ary.es.in.ing 1 15 From known stem and suffix calv
ice 2 15 SF1 armist prejud
ia.ic.ically 1 15 From known stem and suffix nostalg
c.e.es.meter.metric 1 15 From known stem and suffix calori
NULL.ed.ing.ness.y 1 14 SF1 shrill
NULL.ed.ers.ing.ous.s 1 14 From known stem and suffix riot
NULL.e.s.ted.ter 1 14 From known stem and suffix gut
NULL.ist.ized.s 1 14 From known stem and suffix canon
NULL.ism.ist.ists.s 1 14 From known stem and suffix tao
NULL.ish.k.ster.ted.y 1 14 From known stem and suffix pun
NULL.led.s 1 14 From known stem and suffix repel
NULL.ance.ant.e 1 14 Known stems to suffixes concord
NULL.a.e.r.s 1 14 From known stem and suffix dell
NULL.a.en.ie.o 1 14 From known stem and suffix ell
NULL.a.ry 1 14 From known stem and suffix tar
NULL.ton.town 1 14 Known stems to suffixes kings
ed.ence.ent.ing 1 14 From known stem and suffix recurr
e.ed.erie.in.ing 1 14 From known stem and suffix graz
e.ed.ory 1 14 Known stems to suffixes mandat
e.ers.es.et 1 14 Singleton oliv
e.ia.ian.k 1 14 From known stem and suffix patric
es.in.ing 1 14 From known stem and suffix thiev
ate.ative 1 14 Check sigs cumul
al.ous 1 14 Check sigs imperi
ant.ation.e.ed.es.in.ing 1 14 From known stem and suffix aspir
ance.ant.ed 1 14 Known stems to suffixes defi
ance.ed.ement.ing 1 14 Check sigs refin
an.et.o.us 1 14 From known stem and suffix juli
able.ably.ed.ous.sion 1 14 Known stems to suffixes envi
tized 3 14 Check sigs acclima bap desensi
ion.or 1 14 Check sigs suspens
cuted.ction 3 14 Check sigs affli disaffa reele
cies 9 14 SF1 delica exigen idio immedia inaccqua inadequa interspe malevolen subspe
c.ed.es 1 14 From known stem and suffix terrifi
man.ty 1 14 Check sigs het
’s.NULL.onal 1 13 Known stems to suffixes trig
’s.NULL.ness 1 13 From known stem and suffix wilder
’s.NULL.ing.ly 1 13 From known stem and suffix gee
NULL.ed.ing.some 1 13 SF1 loath
NULL.ed.ing.ological 1 13 Known stems to suffixes meter
NULL.ed.er.ered.ing.s 1 13 From known stem and suffix flick
NULL.ed.ers.s 1 13 From known stem and suffix cork
NULL.ed.et.ibility.ible.ies.ing.y 1 13 From known stem and suffix gull
NULL.es.ie.k.o.s 1 13 From known stem and suffix franc
NULL.e.es.ing.s 1 13 From known stem and suffix gag
NULL.er.es 1 13 From known stem and suffix ditch
NULL.er.ter 1 13 Known stems to suffixes web
NULL.er.ful.ily.s.y 1 13 From known stem and suffix lust
NULL.en.or 1 13 Check sigs rum
NULL.s.ue 1 13 Known stems to suffixes catalog
NULL.ing.mann 1 13 Known stems to suffixes herr
NULL.ings.s 2 13 SF1 banquet shill
NULL.ities.ity 1 13 Check sigs polar
NULL.ic.iu.m.s 1 13 From known stem and suffix titan
NULL.like.s.y 1 13 From known stem and suffix resin
NULL.an.e.ant 2 13 Check sigs repent vigil
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NULL.age.ed.s.y 1 13 From known stem and suffix leak
NULL.age.ing.s 1 13 From known stem and suffix shrink
NULL.a.ated.ied.le.ton 1 13 From known stem and suffix bel
NULL.al.ed 1 13 From known stem and suffix bestow
NULL.ar.es.o.ster.ular 1 13 From known stem and suffix lob
NULL.o.s 2 13 From known stem and suffix gust sacrament
NULL.o.s.son 1 13 From known stem and suffix pier
NULL.meter.r 1 13 From known stem and suffix mano
NULL.ham.ly 1 13 SF1 cunning
ent.ion.ious.tive 1 13 Known stems to suffixes nutri
ed.ence.ent 1 13 From known stem and suffix concurr
ed.ers.ies.ing.y 1 13 From known stem and suffix bugg
ed.ies.y 2 13 SF1 embroider grizzl
ed.ies.ry.s 1 13 From known stem and suffix pant
ed.ion.ions 1 13 SF1 interrelat
e.es.ese.ing 1 13 From known stem and suffix headlin
e.ed.ies.y 1 13 From known stem and suffix subsid
er.ness 2 13 Check sigs liveli ugli
etic.ia.ie.ies.ist.y 1 13 From known stem and suffix apolog
eous.ies.y 1 13 SF1 miscellan
ate.ating.ation 2 13 Check sigs allevi irrig
ation.atory.e.ed.es.ing 1 13 Known stems to suffixes purg
al.ation.e.ed.ing 1 13 Known stems to suffixes centrifug
ant.ate.ating.ation.atory 1 13 From known stem and suffix migr
ant.er.est 1 13 Check sigs inf
an.er 1 13 Check sigs brenn
an.ant 1 13 Check sigs bry
able.ably.ingly 1 13 Check sigs unquestion
ability.able.e.es 1 13 Known stems to suffixes palat
a.i.an.ic.ous 1 13 Loose fit barbar
a.ies.y 1 13 From known stem and suffix berr
ary.ation.e.ed.er.ers.ing 1 13 Known stems to suffixes dispens
tezing 1 13 SF1 appeti
ing.on 1 13 Check sigs ribb
ing.ry.s 1 13 From known stem and suffix pelt
iness.y 3 13 Known stems to suffixes drear slovenl untid
ic.ically.ies.y 1 13 From known stem and suffix majest
ic.le 1 13 Check sigs sto
ible.ibly.it.it.ion.itor 1 13 Known stems to suffixes aud
ism.istic.ists 1 13 Known stems to suffixes pessim
ish.ry 1 13 Check sigs gar
ivity 1 13 Check sigs compuls
c.ist 1 13 Known stems to suffixes lyri
‘s.NULL.a.e 1 12 From known stem and suffix luis
NULL.ed.er.led.ry.s 1 12 From known stem and suffix jewel
NULL.es.ly 1 12 From known stem and suffix reflex
NULL.e.ed.es.y 1 12 From known stem and suffix spic
NULL.e.ities 1 12 SF1 inhuman
NULL.er.es.ing.s 1 12 From known stem and suffix sack
NULL.ers.ies.s 1 12 From known stem and suffix junk
NULL.d.r.ter 1 12 From known stem and suffix pee
NULL.d.es.man 1 12 From known stem and suffix gil
NULL.do.ries.ry.ion 1 12 Check sigs corona
NULL.in.ly.ness 1 12 From known stem and suffix crisp
NULL.ical 1 12 SF1 paradox
NULL.ically.ism 1 12 From known stem and suffix magnet
NULL.ical.s.y 1 12 From known stem and suffix orator
NULL.ance 1 12 Loose fit proven
NULL.age.ed.led 1 12 From known stem and suffix garb
NULL.age.ant.s 1 12 From known stem and suffix ramp
NULL.a.ally.s 1 12 From known stem and suffix scholastic
NULL.ta 3 12 SF1 birgit gala stigma
NULL.cious.city 2 12 Check sigs vera viva
ed.es.ing.ion.o 1 12 Known stems to suffixes donat
ed.es.ial 1 12 From known stem and suffix prejudic
ed.ies.ous.y 1 12 SF1 blasphem
ed.ion.ional.ions 1 12 Check sigs opt
e.es.ish 1 12 Known stems to suffixes nightmar
e.ed.it 1 12 Known stems to suffixes depos
e.it.ize 1 12 From known stem and suffix steril
ed.ated.ations 3 12 Check sigs corrug lacer perfor
dating.ation.ed.ing 1 12 Check sigs transpir
al-alist.alists 1 12 Check sigs existenti
al.e.ed.ement.ing 1 12 Check sigs dispers
able.ant.ed.ers.ght 1 12 From known stem and suffix pli
able.ing 2 12 SF1 unavail unthink
ary.ation.e.ed 1 12 From known stem and suffix salut
ics.ies.s.y 1 12 From known stem and suffix dynast
ic.ism 2 12 Check sigs archa pragmat
ic.ist.y 1 12 Known stems to suffixes psychiatr
don.ione.aire.ions 1 12 Check sigs concess
sion.ssor 1 12 Known stems to suffixes aggre
ution 2 12 Check sigs absol prostit
meter.metric.s 1 12 Known stems to suffixes thermo
ry.stial 1 12 Check sigs cele
r.tic 1 12 Known stems to suffixes esthe
NULL.ed.ing.town 1 11 Known stems to suffixes boom
NULL.ed.est.ing.ly 1 11 From known stem and suffix foul
NULL.e.est 1 11 From known stem and suffix dens
NULL.e.s.ty 1 11 From known stem and suffix kit
NULL.d.ed.ing.ta.ton 1 11 From known stem and suffix wan
NULL.de.ded.ing.sion.sive 1 11 From known stem and suffix eva
NULL.ine.o 1 11 Known stems to suffixes bernard
null.ine.s 2 11 From known stem and suffix carol serpent
NULL.ize.s 1 11 From known stem and suffix idol
NULL.ic.ological.s 1 11 From known stem and suffix meteor
NULL.able.ably.s.sion 1 11 Known stems to suffixes incur
NULL.age.ed.ing.s.y 1 11 From known stem and suffix stump
NULL.ate 2 11 Check sigs compassion consul
NULL.ate.ated.ates.ation 1 11 Check sigs syndic
NULL.ate.ism.s 1 11 SF1 invalid
NULL.ak.s 1 11 From known stem and suffix pastern
NULL.ous.s.y 1 11 From known stem and suffix synonym
NULL.on.s 1 11 From known stem and suffix bout
NULL.hand.mann.us 1 11 Known stems to suffixes marc
ed.ment.s 1 11 SF1 imprison
ed.ingly.ment.s 1 11 SF1 bewilder
ed.ion.ory 1 11 SF1 persecut
ed.ily.ing.y 2 11 From known stem and suffix drows slopp
ed.ive.ors 1 11 Known stems to suffixes oppress
e.ed.es.ment 1 11 From known stem and suffix decre
e.ery.et.le.or 1 11 Check sigs val
e.ily.y 1 11 From known stem and suffix laz
er.ies.ing.le 1 11 From known stem and suffix bidd
er.ier.ry 1 11 SF1 carpent
er.ive.on 1 11 Check sigs arg
er.est.ness 1 11 Check sigs loneli
er.et 2 11 Check sigs garn tib
etic.etized 2 11 Check sigs anesth arithm
ate.ated.ating.ation.atory 1 11 Known stems to suffixes retali
ation.e.ed.es.ing.ion 1 11 From known stem and suffix dilat
ating.ation.in 1 11 Known stems to suffixes agglutin
able.ate.ating.ation.ator 1 11 Known stems to suffixes navig
able.ed.ful.less 1 11 Known stems to suffixes piti
ed.ing.ins 1 10 Known stems to suffixes hugg
ed.ies.ing.le 1 10 From known stem and suffix padd
ed.ial.s.ship 1 10 From known stem and suffix censor
ed.ion.ors 1 10 SF1 denominat
er.es.ing 1 10 From known stem and suffix digg
er.man 2 10 Check sigs hoff weid
es.ies.ing.y 1 10 From known stem and suffix hobb
ated.ates.ating.ation.ator 1 10 Known stems to suffixes ventil
ate.ated.ation.atory 1 10 From known stem and suffix congratul
ate.ated.ation.tive 1 10 Known stems to suffixes vindic
ate.eous 1 10 Known stems to suffixes homogen
ation.ed.es.ing 1 10 From known stem and suffix consol
al.ally.ies.ious.y 1 10 From known stem and suffix prodig
al.ate.ity 1 10 Known stems to suffixes proxim
al.ity.ally 2 10 Check sigs artifici frug
age.on 1 10 Check sigs dem
a.ar.as 1 10 Check sigs sof
ar.er.ing.y 1 10 From known stem and suffix gunn
ted.tion.ts 1 10 Check sigs addic
ie.ies.ine 1 10 Known stems to suffixes libert
ic.ically.s 2 10 Known stems to suffixes aristocrat sycophant
ic.icity 1 10 Check sigs analyt
ism.istic 4 10 Check sigs bolshev hedon plural synerg
ism.ize.ized.izers.ous.y 1 10 Check sigs synchron
sted.stion.stive 1 10 Check sigs conge
city.es 1 10 Known stems to suffixes multipli
man.men 3 10 Check sigs alder hench midship
d.e.ers 1 10 From known stem and suffix lon
de.ding.sion.sive 1 10 From known stem and suffix corro
ble.ted.tion 1 10 From known stem and suffix venera
’s.NULL.ham 1 9 SF1 manning
able.ably.e.ed.es 19 Known stems to suffixes deplorable
able.e.ed.es.n 19 Known stems to suffixes adoration
able.e.ed.es.ing 19 From known stem and suffix donation
ies.ous 29 SF1 iniquity, treacherous
ing.ville 19 SF1 snell
ically.ics 29 Check sigs hydraulic, thermodynamic
ic.ism.ist 19 Check sigs platonism
ion.man 19 Check sigs cursive
ism.ist.istic.ity 19 From known stem and suffix relativism
ium.tic.ts 19 Known stems to suffixes gymnastics
st.te 19 Check sigs composition
r.ted.tion 19 From known stem and suffix modulation
’s.NULL.ism 28 SF1 darwinism
’ts.NULL.d 18 Known stems to suffixes lewd
’ts.NULL.ville.y 18 From known stem and suffix kerr
NULL.e.et.ie 18 From known stem and suffix bern
NULL.e.less.s 18 From known stem and suffix rim
NULL.er.est 18 From known stem and suffix queer
NULL.er.i.e.s 18 From known stem and suffix pest
NULL.ered.ing.n 18 From known stem and suffix saw
NULL.ette 28 SF1 fay, francois
NULL.s.work 18 Known stems to suffixes duct
NULL.ability.ion.ly 18 From known stem and suffix imperfect
NULL.able.ous 18 SF1 treason
NULL.an.ate.ative.ition 18 Check sigs sedated
NULL.ored.ing.s 18 SF1 glycerin
NULL.ory.s 18 From known stem and suffix hick
NULL.ful.ing.s 18 SF1 disdain
NULL.proof.s.y 18 SF1 burglar
ence.ent.id 18 Known stems to suffixes torr
ence.ing 18 Known stems to suffixes forgiving
ed.en.er.ers 1 8 From known stem and suffix batt
ed.es.ing.ment 1 8 From known stem and suffix nourish
ed.es.ive 1 8 From known stem and suffix obsess
ed.es.n.sh 1 8 Known stems to suffixes shi
ed.er.ers.ing.s 1 8 From known stem and suffix rigg
ed.ers.es 2 8 From known stem and suffix chronicl gobbl
ed.ing.ment.s 1 8 SF1 adjourn
ed.less 1 8 SF1 relent
e.ing.y 1 8 Known stems to suffixes drizzl
ers.in 1 8 Check sigs coff
es.ous 2 8 Check sigs indigen obsequi
ess.ian 1 8 SF1 cypr
ate.dive 1 8 Known stems to suffixes defec
ate.sive.ted.tion 1 8 From known stem and suffix elu
ating.ation.ator 2 8 Known stems to suffixes instig oscill
al.ian 1 8 Check sigs med
an.ing 1 8 Check sigs kenn
an.ic 2 8 Check sigs dor orph
a.ated.ation 1 8 From known stem and suffix tabul
arity.ate.in 1 8 Known stems to suffixes insul
tic 4 8 SF1 ecsta idiosyncra sarcas superma
ies.iest.iness 1 8 Known stems to suffixes lovel
ing.sed 1 8 Known stems to suffixes rehear
ic.ied.y 1 8 Known stems to suffixes atroph
ian.ic 1 8 Check sigs olymp
ia.ls 2 8 SF1 conspirator exponent
ist.ological.y 1 8 From known stem and suffix pharmac
stor 2 8 Check sigs ane thermi
ham.ton 1 8 SF1 burling
‘s.NULL.n.son 1 7 From known stem and suffix sara
‘s.NULL.ic.ically 1 7 From known stem and suffix idiot
From known stem and suffix spahn
ological.ology 2 7 Check sigs glottochron macropath
NULL.ed.ian 1 7 SF1 garrison
NULL.ed.ie.ing.or 1 7 Known stems to suffixes conn
NULL.ed.er.ing.o 1 7 Known stems to suffixes cant
NULL.ess.s.ship 1 7 From known stem and suffix steward
NULL.e.ed.er 1 7 From known stem and suffix lop
NULL.er.ing.y 1 7 From known stem and suffix harp
NULL.et.or 1 7 Check sigs pall
NULL.s.ton.y 1 7 From known stem and suffix thorn
NULL.ding.ly 1 7 From known stem and suffix gel
NULL.ious.ity 1 7 From known stem and suffix hilar
NULL.ies.us.y 1 7 From known stem and suffix bog
NULL.ry.ted 1 7 Known stems to suffixes blur
NULL.able.ation.ed 1 7 From known stem and suffix detest
NULL.ant.es 1 7 From known stem and suffix trench
NULL.ated.ations 1 7 Check sigs ulcer
NULL.ble.s 1 7 From known stem and suffix stub
ed.er.ion.tive 1 7 From known stem and suffix seduc
ed.ly 1 7 Check sigs cupp
e.ed.er.ing.y 1 7 From known stem and suffix gass
e.ed.ing.ted.tion 1 7 From known stem and suffix retrac
e.ement 3 7 Check sigs aton disengag gouvern
e.ence.ent 1 7 From known stem and suffix coher
ers.ing.ous 1 7 From known stem and suffix adventur
er.ing.ish 1 7 Known stems to suffixes redd
er.ly.ness 1 7 Loose fit friendli
es.ious 1 7 SF1 auspic
ated.ers.ous.y 1 7 SF1 adulter
ation.e.es.ing 1 7 From known stem and suffix dramatiz
al.e.ize 1 7 From known stem and suffix tempor
ally.e.us 1 7 From known stem and suffix transvers
ant.e 2 7 SF1 bouff piqu
ant.ed.ers.ing 1 7 From known stem and suffix flipp
ance.en 1 7 Check sigs ridd
ance.ing.ous 1 7 Check sigs griev
an.ed.iness.ing.s 1 7 From known stem and suffix balk
a.e.ed.ing 1 7 From known stem and suffix grat
a.ic.ally 1 7 From known stem and suffix schemat
ies.um.y 1 7 From known stem and suffix gyps
ing.le 1 7 Check sigs spitt
in.ous 1 7 Check sigs fibr
ction.st 1 7 SF1 abrea
ded.sion.sive 1 7 Check sigs occlu
ded.e.ed.s 1 7 From known stem and suffix wad
’s.NULL.e.man.s 1 6 From known stem and suffix cole
’s.NULL.ia.n 1 6 Known stems to suffixes berto
land.some 1 6 SF1 cumber
NULL.ed.ing.ity 1 6 Known stems to suffixes perplex
NULL.ed.ial.ing 1 6 From known stem and suffix coax
NULL.ed.ive 1 6 From known stem and suffix repress
NULL.ed.le 1 6 From known stem and suffix tramp
NULL.ed.led 2 6 Known stems to suffixes imperil unequal
NULL.es.ies 1 6 Known stems to suffixes dais
NULL.es.o.us 1 6 Known stems to suffixes lass
NULL.ess.ial.s.y 1 6 From known stem and suffix baron
NULL.e.ton 1 6 From known stem and suffix boon
NULL.en.ins.y 1 6 From known stem and suffix perk
NULL.ious 1 6 SF1 vicar
NULL.ious.s.y 1 6 SF1 felon
NULL.ition.ta.ts 1 6 From known stem and suffix vol
ie.r.y 1 6 From known stem and suffix froth
ie.s 1 6 From known stem and suffix minn
ry.te 1 6 From known stem and suffix saliva
able.ably.ing 1 6 Check sigs unreason
ation.ers 1 6 Known stems to suffixes misinterpret
ative.ness 1 6 From known stem and suffix lax
ary.ed.y 1 6 SF1 gloss
to.tory 1 6 Check sigs lava
manship.ville 1 6 From known stem and suffix lanes
ful.ham.s 1 6 From known stem and suffix keg
field 1 6 SF1 stubble
k.n.y 1 6 From known stem and suffix sha
k.like.s 1 6 From known stem and suffix swan
ence.et 1 6 Check sigs cad
ence 1 6 Check sigs acquiesc
ing.led 1 6 From known stem and suffix wagg
ive 1 6 From known stem and suffix unimpress
xion 1 6 Check sigs crucifi
ent.es.et 1 6 From known stem and suffix cov
ical.o 1 6 Known stems to suffixes metr
ment 1 6 SF1 redevelop
ry 1 6 Check sigs sund
ous.ies 1 6 Known stems to suffixes beaut
ous.ition 1 6 Known stems to suffixes ign
ated.ation.ative 1 6 Check sigs evapor
ates.ating.ation 1 6 From known stem and suffix mitig
ed.1 6 From known stem and suffix sublim
ing 1 6 From known stem and suffix rehears
ians.us 1 6 SF1 coloss
ance.ant.ate 1 6 Known stems to suffixes arrog
an et 1 6 Check sigs fag
acy ate ie 1 6 Known stems to suffixes pir
able ably ing 1 6 Check sigs unbeliev
able al 1 6 Check sigs impractic
ability able ably 1 6 Known stems to suffixes unpredict
ic ies ist 1 6 Loose fit philanthrop
ic in 2 6 Check sigs thyrotroph tox
ial ian y 1 6 From known stem and suffix custod
ist on 1 6 Check sigs panthe
ium 1 6 SF1 uran
sed sion sive 1 6 Check sigs repul
cies tic ts 1 6 Known stems to suffixes autocra
c sm zing 1 6 SF1 galvani
ute 1 6 Check sigs distrib
dom ed ing 1 6 SF1 christen
’s NULL ity 1 5 SF1 dexter
NULL ed in ing 1 5 From known stem and suffix redeem
NULL ed er es 1 5 From known stem and suffix clinch
NULL ed ese 1 5 From known stem and suffix malt
NULL et man on 1 5 From known stem and suffix beck
NULL et ie 1 5 From known stem and suffix bess
NULL eous ies 1 5 SF1 nectar
NULL d r 1 5 From known stem and suffix abe
NULL days 1 5 From known stem and suffix tara
NULL ly us 1 5 Known stems to suffixes tacit
NULL land r 1 5 From known stem and suffix lange
NULL n te 1 5 From known stem and suffix ira
NULL age ed s 1 5 SF1 orphan
NULL on ta 1 5 From known stem and suffix ani
NULL ons ous 1 5 From known stem and suffix pomp
NULL tion 2 5 SF1 ova replica
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ence.ent.stor 15 Known stems to suffixes transi
ence.est 15 Check sigs pret
en.et.ish 15 Check sigs brack
en.le 15 Check sigs britt
ed.et 15 Known stems to suffixes tripl
ed.ing.ist.ter 15 Known stems to suffixes flut
ed.iness.it 15 Known stems to suffixes pett
ed.ions.ive 15 Known stems to suffixes convuls
e.ed.es.ine 15 Known stems to suffixes synthesiz
e.ed.es.ition 15 Known stems to suffixes presuppos
e.er.es.ing 15 Known stems to suffixes partak
e.et.ity 15 From known stem and suffix brev
e.in.ing.ion 15 Known stems to suffixes exterminat
e.ize 25 SF1 epitom extempor
e.ic.ically 15 Known stems to suffixes hyperbol
er.ous.s 15 From known stem and suffix slander
ated.ates.ating.ation 15 Check sigs insinu
ation.ator 25 Check sigs interrog prognostic
ation.ing.s 15 SF1 misrepresent
ations.ed 15 Known stems to suffixes malform
al.alities.ally 15 Check sigs abnorm
al.ed.es.ing 15 From known stem and suffix espous
al.en 15 Check sigs ped
al.ist.ous 15 From known stem and suffix amor
ance.ant.ating.ation 15 From known stem and suffix predomin
able.e.ive 15 Known stems to suffixes impass
ability.able.ate 15 Known stems to suffixes inviol
a.ar.ous 15 Known stems to suffixes nebul
ins.y 15 Known stems to suffixes grogg
ic.ically. y 15 Known stems to suffixes asymmetr
ian.us 25 SF1 caucas dionys
ial.ium.y 1 5 Known stems to suffixes colloqu
isor 1 5 Check sigs superv
shed.tion 1 5 SF1 demoli
sion.sive.ted.ting 1 5 Known stems to suffixes subver
sted.stion 1 5 Check sigs inge
ntial 2 5 Check sigs inconseque insubsta
ful.less 1 5 Check sigs merci
meter.metric 2 5 Check sigs spectro spectrophoto
de.ter 1 5 SF1 homema
’s.NULL.ful 1 4 From known stem and suffix decei
ty.ness 1 4 SF1 rueful
NULL.ed.ia 1 4 From known stem and suffix regal
NULL.ed.ish.s 1 4 From known stem and suffix finn
NULL.ed.ty 1 4 From known stem and suffix hump
NULL.est.ness 1 4 From known stem and suffix crass
NULL.e.ian 1 4 From known stem and suffix tat
NULL.er.ingly 1 4 Known stems to suffixes witt
NULL.er.on 1 4 Known stems to suffixes carre
NULL.ers.le 1 4 From known stem and suffix gird
NULL.ing.led 1 4 SF1 enamel
NULL.ier.y 1 4 From known stem and suffix naught
NULL.ly.ton 1 4 From known stem and suffix gris
NULL.an.er 1 4 From known stem and suffix jag
NULL.al.ing 1 4 SF1 pivot
NULL.al.y 1 4 From known stem and suffix patriarch
NULL.tive 1 4 From known stem and suffix forma
NULL.ful.less 1 4 SF1 remorse
en.et 1 4 Check sigs kar
ed.ers.es.ie 1 4 From known stem and suffix hatt
ed.in 2 4 SF1 bushwhack hanker
ed.ing.ors 1 4 SF1 promulgat
ed.ing.ition 1 4 From known stem and suffix interpos
ed.ion.ive.ory 1 4 Known stems to suffixes refract
e.ed.ence.es 1 4 From known stem and suffix coalesc
e.ed.ist 1 4 Known stems to suffixes caricatur
e.ed.ic 1 4 Known stems to suffixes pantomim
e.in.ing 1 4 From known stem and suffix bustl
ers.in.or 1 4 Known stems to suffixes shimm
er.ing.y 1 4 Check sigs ast
esce 2 4 Check sigs acqui efflor
es.ing.ions 1 4 Known stems to suffixes shimm
es.in.ist 1 4 Known stems to suffixes fluctuat
es.in.ist 1 4 Check sigs kle
et.etic.etized 1 4 Check sigs alpab
et.i.ed.o 1 4 Known stems to suffixes ferr
etic.y 1 4 SF1 apath
ate.ated 1 4 SF1 corrobor
ate.sion 1 4 Known stems to suffixes emul
ation.e.ers.ing 1 4 From known stem and suffix equaliz
ations.e 1 4 Known stems to suffixes retrograd
al.ic 1 4 Check sigs arsen
ant.ated.ation 1 4 Check sigs lubric
ant.try 1 4 Singleton coven
an.ry 1 4 Check sigs sult
a.e 1 4 Known stems to suffixes sabin
ie.on 1 4 Check sigs dix
ic.or 1 4 Check sigs hect
ic.ally.y 1 4 Known stems to suffixes telepath
ion.ity 1 4 Check sigs disun
ition.itor 1 4 Known stems to suffixes inquis
ism.ist.istic 1 4 From known stem and suffix nihil
ism.istic.ly 1 4 Known stems to suffixes paternal
ily.te.tive.y 1 4 From known stem and suffix cos
et.on 1 3 Check sigs gibb
eous.ity 1 3 SF1 consanguin
tate.ous 1 3 SF1 propiti
tates. e 1 3 SF1 apost
tates.ating.ation 1 3 Check sigs regener
ations.ure 1 3 Known stems to suffixes indent
al.ally 1 3 SF1 unequ
al.ist 1 3 Check sigs biophysic
al.ing 1 3 Check sigs perus
ants.or 1 3 SF1 misdemean
ance.ating 1 3 Known stems to suffixes preponder
ance.e.es 1 3 Known stems to suffixes persever
able.ably.d 1 3 Known stems to suffixes unmanage
able.ative 1 3 Known stems to suffixes unimagi
able.ty 1 3 Check sigs ami
able.ish.on 1 3 Check sigs sal
ably.ed 1 3 Known stems to suffixes unutter
ie.ing 1 3 Check sigs underl
ions.or 1 3 SF1 redact
ition.itory 1 3 Check sigs premon
ist.ity 1 3 Check sigs subjectiv
ize.ized.izers 1 3 Check sigs eulog
sis.tic.tized 1 3 Check sigs hypno
ction.ed 1 3 SF1 misconstru
cting 3 3 SF1 redistri subcontra unsuspe
mann.ological.ology 1 3 From known stem and suffix tele
’s.ing 1 2 Check sigs hock
le.lion 1 2 Check sigs quadril
onally.ons 1 2 Check sigs rotati
ors 1 2 SF1 nonreact
orce 1 2 Check sigs perf
NULL.ions 1 2 SF1 digress
NULL.ation 1 2 SF1 beatific
NULL.town 1 2 SF1 norris
ent.on 1 2 Check sigs lam
ence.ing 1 2 Known stems to suffixes convalesc
en.est 1 2 Check sigs flatt
en.on 1 2 Check sigs ols
ed.en 1 2 Check sigs unshav
ed.ent 1 2 Check sigs abhorr
ed.o 1 2 Known stems to suffixes vibrat
e.ory 1 2 SF1 derogat
ers.ish 1 2 SF1 outland
er.in 1 2 Check sigs skinn
er.ish 1 2 Check sigs varn
er.mann 1 2 SF1 fuhr
ery.ie 1 2 Singleton lott
es.ions 1 2 SF1 imprecat
ations.ing 1 2 Known stems to suffixes exhort
al.er 1 2 Check sigs tind
ance.er 1 2 Check sigs conniv
an.le 1 2 Check sigs nol
ary.ing 1 2 SF1 disciplin
ing.ment 1 2 SF1 bombard
ing.ory 1 2 SF1 facilitat
ings.le 1 2 SF1 pudd
ined.nt 1 2 SF1 encha
ic.ie 1 2 Check sigs anom
ical.ue 1 2 SF1 pedagog
ion.on 1 2 Check sigs dir
shers.ter 1 2 SF1 dishwa
sis 2 2 SF1 coccidio diathe